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  I recently broke my glasses though 

I admit I don’t wear them much and I 

started to notice that I was squinting 

more. Sometimes I could make out what 

was going on on my Linux desktop, 

which is set to a whopping 1920 x 1200    

resolution, but I couldn’t quite make out some  

items without closer inspection. 

T
hat’s like the way I think businesses and gov-
ernment agencies have come to view Linux 
and Open Source. They’ve been squinting 
at the “Open Source movement” knowing 
that there’s something worth looking at there 
but not quite making out the details. I think 

those days are ending since the drought in IT spending 
has left the wary IT buyer looking for more efficient 
and cost-effective solutions that give them big returns 
on their IT dollars – or at least don’t waste them on 
what, in hindsight, turns out to be frivolous solutions 
that don’t return what was promised. 
 What I think is happening is that the business 
and governments around the world are finding their 
glasses, so to speak, with respect to Open Source 
software and the picture is coming into focus. They’re 
realizing that there’s an opportunity to leverage their IT 
dollars on value-added services that expand the capa-
bilities of core Open Source technologies like Apache 
and Tomcat as is the case with JBOSS or databases like 
MySQL, which is a proven alternative to many propri-
etary databases. They realize that the market for IT dol-
lars is becoming more competitive and that leveraged 
Open Source products are allowing vendors to provide 
competitive offerings at lower prices. 
 Besides our print magazine, our publisher SYS-CON 
Media is trying to improve our ability to tell these 
stories and for you to tell yours by introducing new 
features like blogs from our editorial staff. You should 
check out our new blogging Web site Blog-N-Play 
(www.blog-n-play.com) where you can get your own 
LinuxWorld blog. I’ve moved my blog to http://mark.
linuxworld.com and you can check out blogs from our 
popular LinuxWorld author’s like Dave Taylor (http://
blog.linuxworld.com), Dee Ann (http://dee.linux-
world.com), and book reviews from MC (http://books.

linuxworld.com). We are also adding new 
authors like Jon Walker and Greg Wallace 
who are both executives at Linux com-
panies and can share stories about the 
enterprise Linux users they work with. 
       I also want to encourage our readers to 
share their stories of their Linux successes 
as Jim Klein at Saugus Union School 
District in Saugus, California has. He took 
the time to document his Linux success 
to encourage other schools around the 

country (http://www.saugus.k12.ca.us/migration). 
His story about how he used Open Source software 
to provide an infrastructure for 800 users (and 11,000 
students) running Windows and Mac desktops should 
inspire those of you who want to take the Open Source 
plunge. He shows how he managed a 14-site Linux 
migration and a total of 42 servers in six weeks to Linux.  
I’d also like to point out that while Jim’s success has 
been fairly recent, there are tons of long-term Open 
Source success stories like the City of Largo, Florida, 
which used Linux thin-client desktops for years before 
Open Source software came into vogue http://www.
largo.com/index.cfm?action=dept&drill=it. 
 Yup, Penguins, blade servers, and kernel compila-
tion are as popular as Versace in South Beach. Well, 
maybe that’s overstating the case, but I will say this 
– millions and millions of people use Linux every 
day whether they know it or not. People who bid on 
eBay auctions, bought items from Amazon.com, or 
searched the Web with Google are using Linux albeit 
indirectly. And some are using it today at home by 
virtue of their TiVo or Sony PlayStation, both examples 
of embedded Linux systems. 
 So back to my glasses, I’ve gotten them fixed and 
things are coming into focus just like I think Open 
Source is coming into focus in the enterprise, as well as 
government and non-profits around the world. Based 
on the data I’ve been getting and the stories I’ve seen in 
mainstream press and industry pubs like ours, I think 
the future of these installations is so bright I might have 
to trade in my glasses for a pair of shades.    
LINUXWORLD MAGAZINE WWW.LINUXWORLD.COM
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  We’re all familiar with the  

disruption and cost of moving.  

When I’m asked what it takes to 

motivate an organization to move to 

desktop Linux, my answer is simple, 

“Migrating desktops is like moving 

to a new house. What would it take to get  

you to move your house or office tomorrow?”  

Their response always starts with “It  

depends...”. 

 The politics of change encompass two  
common views:
• Birds-Eye View of TCO: Governments  

such as Brazil, Chile, and Germany,  
along with companies such as IBM take  
the long view on change. They realize the  
hidden long-term cost of having their IT  
infrastructure dependent on a foreign mo-
nopoly, and understand that change is  
essential. The long-term health of their  
economy takes precedence over short- 
term costs. We all know people who have 
moved for their children’s future, and in  
situations like these any short-term costs  
are rarely important.

• Street-Level View of TCO: In contrast, most  
IT decision makers want a quick win that  
will propel their careers forward. Linux has 
been a powerful vehicle for this kind of suc-
cess story recently, but on the desktop, it is 
still perceived as risky. For these IT decision 
makers, it’s all about short-term risk and 
reward. 

 In the past three years that we have been 
helping organizations move to desktop Linux, 
our company has developed a rule of thumb:  
to motivate change we need to offer a better 
house at half the price. For a rapidly growing 
number of markets (particularly for the  
public sector) this ambitious target is now 
achievable.

      The needs of the public and non-
profit sectors play to Linux’s strengths. 
Non-profits typically have:
1. A strong philosophical alignment   
 with Open Source;
2. A desire for a complete mainte-  
 nance free solution (they simply   
 don’t have the IT staff or budget to  
 babysit PCs);
3.    Large numbers of PCs;
4.    The need for a controlled environment.

       Userful has found that in many cases a finely 
tuned Linux solution provides a better desktop 
solution for public sector customers. Many of 
our library customers have reported that patrons 
will actually wait in line for a Linux station rather 
than use the available Windows computers. 
 Achieving 50% TCO reduction in the non-
profit sector takes a bit of  creativity. A Linux 
platform offers two great ways to slash hardware 
costs:
1. Recycle obsolete PCs as thin clients (http://ltsp.

org)
2. Turn one PC into 10 fully independent desktop 

stations by adding extra video cards and con-
necting 10 ordinary monitors and USB key-
boards to a single computer box (http://userful.
com) 

 Another benefit of Linux is affordable and 
flexible systems management. Centralized 
management used to be blisteringly expensive 
but now there’s a plethora of OpenSource tools 
for Linux systems management, along with a 
handful of free or low-cost commercial offerings. 
Typically these tools are easy to use and let you 
change system settings across your WAN from 
a Web page. They typically provide monitoring 
and reporting along with other enterprise-class 
features. 

–continued on page 49

VIEWPOINT

What Does It Take to Move? 
‘A better house at half the price’

BY  T I M G R I F F I N
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S
eriously though, PAM, as 
configured by the distros and 
applications that support it, 
works well behind the scenes 
without the user ever needing 
to change its configurations. 

Unfortunately the default configurations 
aren’t the most secure. Of course secu-
rity also depends on how the system is 
used. Only by becoming familiar with 
PAM, can a user learn what features to 
adjust to accommodate their individual 
system.
 This article is meant to give you an 
overview of what PAM is and what 
you can do with it. I’ll discuss how to 
know if a particular application sup-
ports PAM, touch on a few services that 
support PAM and the configuration 
file structure, explain how to configure 

a PAM-enabled service and how the 
configuration file is processed, and go 
over several well-known PAM modules 
including a real-life example.
 Let’s begin with what PAM is.
 PAM has been around for a while now. 
It was first implemented on Solaris and 
later adopted by the other Unix-like 
operating systems. Before PAM was 
introduced into Linux, applications took 
care of their own authentication needs 
and mechanisms. Take one of the most 
basic and essential Linux application, 
the ‘login’ program. In a nutshell, the 
way ‘login’ is programmed, is to ask for 
your user name, and then ask you for 
your password. 
 Before PAM, ‘login’ would look up 
your user name in /etc/passwd and 
compare the encrypted password 

FEATURE

BY R E N I E R M O R ALE S

 Linux PAM (Pluggable Authentication Modules) is a wonderful 

authentication application library that’s used by essential programs like 

‘login’ and ‘passwd’, and, so, is included in virtually every Linux distribution. 

Still, for most beginning Linux users and even a few veterans, PAM is a big 

unknown, its powers left dormant awaiting a brave user to venture in and 

become empowered.
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found there with the encrypted version 
of the one you entered. If there was a 
match, you were granted access. Like 
‘login’, other applications that required 
user authentication (such as rlogin,  
rsh, telnet, and so on) had to use a 
similar scheme separately. Usually, 
the application had to do other minor 
procedures like setting up environment 
variables. Authentication requirements 
like this were shared by the different 
services, but the code to do it wasn’t 
shared. 
 As Linux and the other Unixes 
evolved, it became evident that cod-
ing your own authentication process 
was too cumbersome for application 
developers. If the way the user names 
and passwords were stored changed 
(and it did when the passwords moved 
to /etc/shadow), then developers  
would have to modify and recompile 
their applications to accommodate  
this, or they would stop working. 
 Since applications were doing a  
common thing, authentication, you 
could create a common library that 
would take care of this process for  
any application willing to use it. And 
you could make this library configu-
rable by adding modules that could 
accept parameters for making speci- 
fic checks to fit the application. Obvi-
ously, these configurations would  
need to be specified on a per-applica-
tion (also called a service) basis,  
while still having a default configura-
tion. Changing these configurations 
could be done recompiling the ser- 
vice. This would effectively separate  
the authorization logic tied to the  
existing system from the services  
themselves, making things easier for 
developers and making the system  
more versatile.
 Enter Linux PAM. The Linux Pluggable 
Authentication Modules, as adopted 
also by Linux, help you do all of this. It’s 
a flexible system that lets you specify 
things like: which users can become the 
root with the su command, set addi-
tional environment variables on login or 
user switching, require stronger pass-
words, impose user limits like file sizes 
and maximum number of processes 
and lock out users after a set number of 
failed logins. 

 It’s a powerful system too. You can 
change the user base against which a  
service authenticates into an ldap server 
or MySQL server for a centralized user 
base scenario, instead of the password 
file.
 Now, the PAM-enabled login program 
doesn’t look up a user in a file and com-
pare passwords itself. In fact, it hands 
this procedure off to PAM sending it the 
user name and password that the user 
entered and PAM comes back with an 
‘aye’ or ‘nay’ for the user’s credentials. 
So it’s PAM (actually, PAM modules) 
that goes into the password file, if it’s 
configured that way, to check the user’s 
credentials. Some kind of cyber-out-
sourcing, you say? You could say that.
 There are a number of services be-
sides the login service that hand off to 
PAM. Those services are said to support 
PAM by linking to the PAM library. There 
are a couple of ways to see if a certain 
service or application supports PAM. 
One is by checking in the /etc/pam.
d directory. Usually, services linking to 
PAM will install a file named after the 
service (for example, /etc/pam.d/samba 
or /etc/pam.d/passwd) at that location. 
Another way to see if a program links to 
PAM is to use the ldd command:

# ldd /bin/su

 

 ...

 

 libpam.so.0 => /lib/libpam.so.0 

(0xb7f9c000)

 

 libpam_misc.so.0 => /lib/libpam_

misc.so.0 (0xb7f99000)

 

 ...

 

 The ldd command will tell you the 
libraries an executable links to. As you 
can see from the output above, the ‘su’ 
command links to libpam and libpam_
misc. So you can be certain that ‘su’ 
supports PAM.
 Now, let’s look at how to configure a 
PAM-enabled service.
 
 
 
 
 

 Configuration files for each PAM-sup-
porting service are stored in the /etc/pam.
d directory. There is also another file in 
there called ‘other’ that serves as the de-
fault configuration for any PAM-enabled 
service that doesn’t have its own file.
 Another PAM directory worth mention-
ing is /lib/security. This is where PAM 
modules (files ending in .so since they 
are shared libraries) are installed by the 
distribution and most PAM-supporting 
applications.
 Let’s look at the configuration file for 
the sshd (SSH daemon) service to get to 
know the configuration file syntax:
 

#%PAM-1.0

 

auth       required     pam_stack.so 

service=system-auth

 

auth       required     pam_shells.so

 

auth       required     pam_nologin.

so

 

account    required     pam_stack.so 

service=system-auth

 

password   required     pam_stack.so 

service=system-auth

 

session    required     pam_stack.so 

service=system-auth

 

 Now, we go over how configuration 
files are processed. 
 PAM processes configuration files 
when the corresponding service in- 
vokes it to give a user authorization for  
a given service. The processing result  
will decide whether the requested ser- 
vice is granted or denied.
 A line in the configuration file is  
divided into four parts. The first part  
is the module type, second is the con- 
trol flag, third the PAM module file  
path, and fourth are the module’s argu-
ments, as shown in the following example:

module-type    control-flag    module-

file-path    module-arguments

 

 
 “PAM made life a whole lot easier for the developer”
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 The module type can be one of four 
words: auth, account, password, or ses-
sion. A module type can be thought of 
as an interface that a PAM module may 
or may not respond to. Usually PAM 
modules (those *.so files in /lib/secu-
rity) respond to more than one inter-
face, maybe even all four of them,  
but at the very least they will respond 
to one of them. The module type ‘auth’ 
authenticates by requesting an iden-
tification (for instance, a user name)  
and credentials (such as a password) 
and checking them against the data 
base (such as /etc/passwd and /etc/
shadow). The ‘account’ module type 
checks if a user is authorized to use  
the requested service even if the user 
can authenticate successfully on the 
‘auth’ lines. Things that can restrict  
a user from the service are if the ac-
count has expired or if he’s restricted 
to access at specific times during the 
day. The ‘password’ module type asks 
the user to set a new password, if the 
current one has expired or is otherwise 
invalid, and to set the password in the 
user base. The ‘session’ module type 
prepares and logs the user’s session. 
It can set up an exclusive temporary 
directory for the user, do directory 
mounts to make data available, record 
the user’s login time in the system log, 
or display an important message after 
the user has logged in.
 Note from the example above that the 
configuration lines can be stacked by 
module type (also referred to as module 
type stack). In other words, there can 
be multiple lines with the same module 
type and they all contribute to the suc-
cess or failure of processing that module 
type as a whole.
 The second part of the configuration 
line, the control flag, can be one of four 
words: required, requisite, sufficient,  
or optional. This flag tells PAM, after  
processing the line, how to treat the  
results. The ‘required’ flag means that  

the line must give a successful result  
for the service to grant access. A failure  
won’t stop the processing of the re- 
maining lines in that module type  
stack according to their control flag. Af-
ter the module type stack is processed, a 
failed result, it’s communicated to  
the service and, consequently, to the 
user. The ‘requisite’ flag also means  
that the line must result in a success  
to grant the service. However, if there  
is a failure, processing will stop im- 
mediately and PAM communicates  
the failure of the first failed ‘required’  
or ‘requisite’ line in the stack back to  
the service.
 The ‘sufficient’ flag says that a suc-
cessful result on that line means an 
automatic success on that module  
type stack’s processing, as long as no 
other modules in the module type stack 
before it have failed. PAM can then 
continue on with the next module type 
stack. If the line returns a failure, the 
result is ignored and the next line is 
processed. 
 The ‘optional’ flag means that a suc-
cess or failed result on that line won’t 
contribute to the success or failure re-
sult of the module type stack, unless it’s 
the only line in that stack or it’s the only 
one in the stack that returns a success or 
a failure. This means that the result from 
a processed line can be something that 
is neither a success nor a failure. These 
kinds of non-definitive results are usu-
ally ignored.
 The third part of the configuration  
line is the module’s file path. PAM mod-
ules will be found in /lib/security. If  
the PAM module is in this directory, 
there’s no need to specify the full path. 
Simply by saying ‘pam_tally.so’, for 
example, will tell PAM to look for it in 
/lib/security. In the rare case that the 
PAM module you’re using is somewhere 
else (an application could install it in its 
own directory), then you can specify the 
full path.

 The fourth part of the configuration 
line is the module’s arguments. Argu-
ments are separated by spaces. Some-
times an argument can be one word  
(for instance, use_first_pass) or a  
name/value pair like ‘service=system-
auth’. To find out more about the 
module’s arguments for a specific mod-
ule, look into /usr/doc/pam-*/modules 
(accor-ding to the version of your PAM  
installation.
 On an rpm-based system, you can  
find your PAM’s version with the follow-
ing syntax:

rpm -q pam

 

 This will display the contents of  
the pam_tally module documentation  
on my system, as shown in this  
example:
 

# zless /usr/doc/pam-0.77-r1/modules/

README.pam_tally.gz

 

 In the case of a module that didn’t  
come with PAM, like pam_smbpass for 
example, your best bet is to look in the 
documentation of the application that 
installed it. If I wanted to know which  
application installed pam_smbpass in  
an rpm-based system, I can enter the 
following command:

rpm -qf /lib/security/pam_smbpass.so

 

 Finally, comments in the configura-
tion file are preceded with a ‘#’ symbol.
 Going through the configuration  
file for sshd as shown above, you  
will see that the first line invokes the 
module pam_stack with the argument 
of service=system-auth. The pam_stack 
module is a special module. You can 
think of it as an include directive (for 
those of you who are developers). What 
PAM will do on seeing this module is  
to look for the configuration file speci-
fied in the service argument, system- 
auth in this case, and process the lines  
in that file that correspond to the  
module type line where pam_stack  
was encountered.
 So, to go through sshd’s configura- 
tion file you need to go into the system-
auth configuration file. You will see  
that this is the case for many of the  

FEATURE

“PAM, as configured by the distros and applications 
that support it, works well behind the scenes without 
the user ever needing to change its configurations” 
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other services too. This file, system-
auth, is actually the master configura-
tion file for PAM since most other con-
figuration files point to it through the 
pam_stack module. The following are  
its contents:

#%PAM-1.0

 

auth       required     /lib/secu-

rity/pam_env.so

auth       sufficient   /lib/security/

pam_unix.so likeauth nullok

 

auth       required     /lib/secu-

rity/pam_deny.so

 

account    required     /lib/secu-

rity/pam_unix.so

 

password   required     /lib/secu-

rity/pam_cracklib.so retry=3

 

password   sufficient   /lib/security/

pam_unix.so nullok md5 shadow use_au-

thtok

 

password   required     /lib/secu-

rity/pam_deny.so

 

session    required     /lib/secu-

rity/pam_limits.so

 

session    required     /lib/secu-

rity/pam_unix.so

 The first line sets environment vari-
ables according to /etc/security/pam_
env.conf. The second line checks the 
user’s credentials against the system’s 
user database. The ‘nullok’ parameter 
means that a NULL or empty password 
is acceptable. The ‘likeauth’ is used 
internally to ensure that the module 
returns the same result (or return code) 
that the internal func-tion that does 
the authentication returns. If this line 
passes, then the module stack has ex-
ecuted successfully since it was marked 
as sufficient. If it fails, then the next line 
is evaluated, which invokes pam_deny. 
This module always returns a failure,  
so if you get to this point the auth  
module stack fails, and the user isn’t 
authenticated.  
 At this point, processing is returned 
to the sshd configuration file since the 

modules referenced by the pam_stack 
module have been processed. So the  
next line in that file calls pam_shells 
and it’s required. pam_shells looks into 
/etc/passwd to figure out which shell 
the user is set to use. If this shell isn’t 
in /etc/shells, the line returns a failure, 
otherwise, it returns a success. Continu-
ing with the next line, you still are in the 
auth module stack and the pam_nologin 
module is called. If an /etc/nologin file 
exists, the line fails unless the root user 
is requesting the service. The next lines 
for the account, password, and session 
module types also call the pam_stack 
module, so you continue to follow the 
system-auth configuration file star- 
ting with the account module stack.  
The first line in that stack checks if  
the user’s password has expired. If so,  
the ‘password’ stack is evaluated and  
the user is prompted to enter a new  
password. pam_cracklib checks the  
new password against dictionary words. 
If it finds a match, the password is too 
weak and the user is prompted to try 
again.
 The ‘retry=3’ parameter means the 
number of chances the user gets to enter 
a password that’s strong enough accord-
ing to pam_cracklib. The next line in  
the password stack stores the newly cre-
ated password in the system’s user da-
tabase. The use_authtok parameter tells 
PAM to store the password entered in  
the previous line in the user database.  
The md5 and shadow parameters tells 
PAM what encryption algorithm to use 
when storing the password and how to 
save it, respectively. Since this line is 
marked as sufficient, processing will 
stop if the password is set successfully. 
If this line fails in setting the new pass-
word, the next line will be processed, 
pam_deny, which automatically returns 
a failure for that stack. The next line, 
starting the session module stack, es-
tablishes resource limits for the user ac-
cording to the /etc/security/limits.conf 

file. The next and last line logs the user’s 
login time in the system log. Finally, 
PAM has finished processing the sshd 
configuration file and control is passed 
back to the ssh service which, based on 
the results, grants or denies access.
 Let’s go over some PAM modules.
 Now that you know how the PAM  
configuration files are processed, all  
you need to do is become acquainted 
with the modules in /lib/security. PAM 
comes with several modules; others 
can be found on the Web. For example, 
you can use the pam_chroot module 
included with PAM in a session line,  
and based on a list of users and direc-
tories specified in /etc/security/chroot.
conf, control which users login to a 
chrooted environment where they can’t  
get to the rest of your system. Another 
useful one is pam_listfile. It can be used 
on an auth module type to specify a list 
of groups or users who are either al-
lowed or not allowed to authenticate as 
seen in this example:
 

...

 

auth required pam_listfile.so 

item=user sense=allow onerr=fail

 

file=/etc/allowusers

 

...

 
 Those arguments above configure  
pam_listfile to let (sense) users (item) 
listed in /etc/allowusers (file) access the 
service. If the check generates an error, 
as it would if the list didn’t exist, the on-
err argument decides if this causes the 
line to succeed or fail. The pam_rootok 
module can be used in auth module 
type lines. It returns success if the user 
requesting the service is the root user, 
otherwise it returns a failure. Conve-
nient for using it with the sufficient 
control flag when you want to give the 
root unchallenged access to a service.

FEATURE

“As Linux and the other Unixes evolved, it became  
evident that coding your own authentication process 

was too cumbersome for application developers”  
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 If you wanted to lock out users who 
failed at entering their passwords cor-
rectly after eight attempts, you could 
use the pam_tally module in the system-
auth configuration file by adding two 
lines like this:

auth         required     /lib/secu-

rity/pam_tally.so no_magic_root

 

...

 

account    required     /lib/securi-

ty/pam_tally.so deny=8 no_magic_root

 

...

 

 Then you need to create /var/log/ 
faillog and set it to read/write only by 
root:
 

# touch /var/log/faillog

 

# chmod 600 /var/log/faillog

 

 The deny argument caps the number 
of failed login attempts after which ac-
cess will be denied even if the correct 
password is entered. The no_magic_ 
root option is necessary. The pam_ 
tally auth line increments the number 
of attempted logins by one and stores 
this information per-user in /var/log/
faillog. The account line resets the 
count to zero, if the user was authenti-
cated and the number of failed logins 
are less than whatever is specified in 
the deny argument. If the count isn’t 
reset, the count will keep incremen- 
ting until it reaches the deny total.  
From this point on, the account line 
will return a failure every time until 
the tally is reset and locks out the user. 
pam_tally comes with an executable by 
the same name. Type ‘pam_tally --help’ 
as root to learn about its usage. To reset 
the tally for a user and unlock his ac-
count, type ‘pam_tally --user myuser 
--reset’.
 Now, let’s show a simple real life 
 example.

 I like to use Samba in my home LAN 
for file sharing, since there’s an oc-
casional mix of Windows and Linux 
computers there. My Linux box always 
acts as the file server and everyone has 
an account there. In this simple setup, 
I found it annoying to have to add all 
the users in the Linux box to the Samba 
password file or else Samba wouldn’t 
recognize them. Since there’s a PAM 
configuration file for Samba, I decided 
to modify it so it won’t check its own 
password file (in /etc/samba/private/
smbpasswd on my Gentoo system) and 
use the /etc/passwd file where everyone 
was already. Samba uses the pam_smb-
pass module which looks up users in 
smbpasswd.

#auth       required     pam_smbpass.

so nodelay

 

auth       required   /lib/security/

pam_unix.so likeauth

 

 

account    required     /lib/securi-

ty/pam_stack.so service=system-auth

 

 

session    required     /lib/securi-

ty/pam_stack.so service=system-auth

 

 

#password   required     pam_smbpass.

so nodelay smbconf=/etc/samba/smb.

conf

 

password   required     /lib/securi-

ty/pam_stack.so service=system-auth

 By commenting the calls to pam_
smbpass in the /etc/pam.d/samba 
configuration file and replacing them 
with a call to pam_unix (which uses 
the current system’s user base, /etc/
passwd), I’m almost done with the 
setup. One more thing to do is to make 

sure that your Samba configuration file 
(/etc/samba/smb.conf ) has the follow-
ing options:

encrypt passwords = no

 

obey pam restrictions = yes

 
 Turning on ‘obey pam restrictions’ 
tells Samba to invoke PAM for perform-
ing the authentication. The ‘encrypt 
passwords’ option must be turned off 
since Samba’s password encryption will 
conflict with the pam modules. This 
means that passwords will be sent in 
clear text over the Samba connection. 
It’s a minor concern for my small home 
LAN.
 Always remember to be careful  
when playing around with the PAM  
configuration since you can find  
yourself locked out of your system.  
Get in the habit of making backup  
copies before you change something 
and use the pam_rootok modules  
when testing different configurations 
to make sure that the root user can get 
through in case you bump into prob-
lems. As a last resort, you can always 
login in single-user mode and reverse 
your changes as root without being 
authenticated. You can also use a live 
cd distro like knoppix, to boot your 
machine, mount your hard disk, and 
reverse your PAM changes from the 
outside.
 There are other nifty PAM modules 
out there that offer better password  
encryption, authentication via Blue-
tooth, and a MySQL system database. 
You can visit the references below and 
experiment.
 Now that you’re familiarized with  
the inner workings of PAM, have fun  
with it, and use your new found powers 
responsibly!    
LINUXWORLD MAGAZINE WWW.LINUXWORLD.COM

 
Resources
• http://www.kernel.org/pub/linux/

libs/pam/
• http://pubwww.tudelft.nl/swat/help/

PAM-Authentication-And-Samba.html
• http://freshmeat.net/search/?q=pam& 

section=projects&x=0&y=0
• http://sourceforge.net/projects/pam-

mysql/
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“Be careful when playing with the PAM configurations  
since you can find yourself locked out of your system”  
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Beginning MySQL Database  
Design and Optimization
From Novice to Professional

B Y  M A R T I N  C .  B R O W N

B
eginning MySQL Database 
Design and Optimization by Jon 
Stephens and Chad Russell cov-
ers the whole gamut of database 
design from choosing the right 
data types to the right database 

type and index. I talked to the authors 
about the book, MySQL 5.0, and database 
design. 

This book has a slightly different feel to  
it than other MySQL titles I’ve read  
recently. Can you tell us what the primary 
motivation for the title was?
Jon: While we’ve yet to meet in person, 
Chad and I have known each other for 
several years through the HiveMinds.Info 
forums, and we’ve worked together on a 
couple of Web site development projects. It 
was these that we discovered that we shared 
a profound sense of exasperation caused by 
badly designed databases, and this feeling 
was heightened by our mutual observation 
that many of the problems we encountered 
were the same ones over and over again. 
We found ourselves saying, “Gee, we could 
write a book...” I mentioned this to an 
editor friend of mine at Apress. At the time 
they were looking for a companion or follow 
up to Martin Kofler’s MySQL book – a new 
edition was about to be published – and 
the response from Apress was, “You should 
write such a book for us.” And so we did.

 As for the theme and title, there were a 
couple of projects we’d worked on together 
where we had to import databases provided 
by vendors. These were essentially huge un-
gainly spreadsheets – hence “The Spread-
sheet Syndrome” that we refer to in the 
book. The amount of bloat and redundancy 
was staggering. In one instance, we took a 
database dump, imported it into MySQL  
using the original vendor schema, and it 
took up something like 100MB-120MB. 
It was data on about 10,000 products. We 
spent some time normalising the schema 
and choosing more appropriate data types 
(all the columns in the original were TEXT 
columns), and when we were finished, 
we’d cut the size down to about 20%. And 
we didn’t lost a bit of essential data in the 
process.

Early on you talk about the importance of 
choosing the correct data type for a par-
ticular database. Your concerns here are for 
size, rather than…
Jon: Size. While a lot of the concepts that we 
cover in the book can be used in any setting 
(they aren’t tied to MySQL), we’re conscious 
of the fact that MySQL is most commonly 
used as a back-end for Web sites. That’s how 
we came to start using it ourselves. In many 
cases, the person developing the site doesn’t 
necessarily control the server it’s being 
hosted on, and a lot of hosts put restrictions 
on database size, or charge more for pack-
ages that provide more DB space. So a few 
hours spent optimising can potentially save 
you some hosting fees.
 There’s also the fact that, when you’re 
working with very complex queries,  

especially complex joins, it’s very dif-
ficult to get performance increases using 
indexes alone beyond a certain point. In 
such cases, better performance is likely 
to be achieved by making your data as 
compact as possible, maximising the use 
of fixed-width columns, and minimising 
redundancy.
 Data types. However, we’re not just 
concerned about size. Later in the book, 
we show some examples where not using 
a suitable data type can lead to problems. 
For instance, if you store dates as strings, 
you’re liable to get some nasty surprises 
when sorting, because you assume that 
since you’re calling something a “date” 
MySQL will do likewise, and this isn’t 
always the case. This is particularly true 
regarding dates, but isn’t restricted to  
them by any means. You’ll also run into 
problems when trying to use SQL func-

 Getting the design of your database right has a huge impact on a number of 

issues. Primarily performance, but it can also affect other areas like the flexibility of 

your database and how it integrates with the application-level solution, such as PHP 

or Perl, that you’re using. 
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tions that act on a particular type if the 
data isn’t actually that type. MySQL tries to 
be helpful and make type conversions for 
you, but we think the most prudent thing 
to do is to use the correct/appropriate 
data type in the first place, and avoid any 
surprises.

Staying on the topic of data type. Is there 
any performance advantage to using fixed-
length CHAR compared to the variable-
length VARCHAR type? If there isn’t, why do 
we need both?
Jon: Well, in MySQL it depends in part on 
the storage engine. If you’re using MyISAM 
tables, then fixed-width columns tend to 
be faster, so for something like a U.S. zip 
code where all the data is a fixed size, use 
CHAR(5) or CHAR(9). However, for InnoDB, 
VARCHAR is actually better optimised than 
CHAR.
Chad: VARCHAR is important here because 
it will help you keep the size of your data-
base down when storing fields that aren’t 
always a fixed size like zip codes or phone 
numbers, and by keeping the size down you 
can increase performance as well. 

Joins are critical to modern relational 
design. How much can performance be 
improved using the correct join?
Jon: Simply using indexes correctly can 
make for incredible speed gains, by a factor 
of 10 or more; sometimes even a hundred-
fold or greater increase in performance can 
be seen this way. It’s also important to write 
joins in such a way that you get only the 
data that you actually require. I’ve seen lots 
of applications where the developer either 
couldn’t or didn’t bother to zero in on the 
precise set of data needed, then threw away 
rows in the application code. This is very, 
very bad; all that extraneous data still has to 
travel between the server and the client. It 
becomes more noticeable when the server 
and the client reside on different physical 
machines so the data has to travel over a 
network. It increases even more – perhaps 
even exponentially – with the amount of 
data selected.
 If MySQL supported server-side cursors 
in a production release, I might feel a bit dif-
ferently about this, but – until it does – that’s 
my story and I’m sticking to it. Which means, 
hopefully, that I’ll be changing my story in 
six months or so with the official release of 
MySQL 5.0.

I think many would agree that joins can 
be the most complicated part of most SQL 
statements. Is it better to approach the need 
for joins during design rather than after the 
fact?
Chad: I think that it’s always best to try 
to address these needs during the design 
phase; however, sometimes it’s impossible 
to nail everything. At times there are prob-
lems that have to be addressed after the fact 
or deserve another look to try to improve 
performance further.

MySQL – and SQL in general – is a lot more 
than just a query language, and using 
these functions is something you advocate 
strongly. Do these functions really offer a 
better solution than using the Perl, Python, 
or PHP wrapper to achieve the same result? 
Surely you’re just shifting the onus onto a 
different component in the same chain?
Jon: It’s almost always faster to do as much 
processing as possible in the database 
than in the application as can be shown 
by doing a bit of testing. This is especially 
true when using an interpreted scripting 
language for the middleware layer. Another 
issue is portability. I’m not talking about 
portability between databases here, which, 
popular as it may be with some people, I 
regard as a largely useless concept. 
 Jeremy Zawodny sums up his reasons 
for feeling this way quite well in his blog 
(http://jeremy.zawodny.com/blog/ar-
chives/002194.html) and I happen to agree 
with him. There’s an example in the book 
where we port a simple PHP script that 
uses MySQL to Python. Because the heavy 
lifting (calculation/manipulation) gets 
done in the SQL layer, porting is almost 
completely a matter of substituting Py-
thon commands for submitting the query, 
retrieving the result set, and outputting 
the result set data. No string-handling or 
other processing is required in the ap-
plication code. In the book, I think we said 
that it took me about 30 minutes to port 
the example, and that’s pretty much the 
truth. If I were a better Python program-
mer, I could have done it in 10 minutes, 
maybe even five.
Chad: I always try to keep as much of the 
processing in the database rather than the 
application when appropriate. As far as 
which is the better solution I think that’s a 
highly arguable topic with no “right” answer. 
I think if you’re building an application that 

will run on myriad databases, then shifting 
this on the application language would make 
the most sense. However if you’re focusing on 
a single platform then keeping this database 
side would make the most sense even if at 
some point down the road some part of the 
architecture should change such as database 
or application language.

Thinking about the overall application, 
should we as developers write the applica-
tion around specific SQL queries rather 
than see SQL as just a way of getting data?
Chad: I don’t think that the application 
should ever be developed around any lan-
guage instead of the function that it should 
perform. Form should always follow func-
tion in my opinion. A famous architect 
named Frank Lloyd Wright long ago intro-
duced this concept to architecture. I think 
we, as developers, engineers, and software 
architects, can learn a lot from this con-
cept and apply it to our works every day. 
I think the more correct approach is how 
much of the functionality you can use from 
your SQL than a simple “SELECT * FROM” 
and then do all the work on the application 
language side.

You’re obviously fans of PHP and MySQL as 
a solution. Are there any improvements you 
can recommend to this Web development 
nirvana?
Jon: Yes. Migrate to MySQL 4.1, PHP5, and 
ext/mysqli as soon as possible. Preferably 
yesterday. Then you’ll be able to exploit a fast, 
clean, object-oriented API with a number of 
nice new features, including prepared state-
ments. Your Web apps can be more secure 
thanks to the new client authentication in 
4.1.1 and newer versions of MySQL. (Notice 
I say “can,” not “will” here; obviously, if you 
do something silly like store DB passwords 
in Web-accessible pages, or fail to cover 
yourself against SQL injection attacks, the 
new authentication isn’t going to improve 
things unless and until you address those 
other matters.)
Chad: I would like to see more marketing 
for PHP and mid-market and enterprise 
usage of PHP. MySQL AB seems to be doing 
a good job in this respect with MySQL and 
a lot of enterprises have either been using 
it or are beginning to adopt it. Hopefully 
this will happen with PHP and it will gain 
more respect in the enterprise and mid-
market community.
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MySQL 5.0 is just round the corner; in fact 
you use it a lot for the examples in your 
book. Can you summarize your favorite 
features in the new release?
Jon: Stored procedures rule. I think this 
more than any other single feature is going 
to help MySQL be recognised as a serious, 
enterprise-ready RDBMS. Since it makes 
it easy to recycle SQL code, it becomes 
easier to do work in the database instead 
of the application. I’m anxious to see SP 
multi-language capability implemented in 
MySQL; it would very cool to be able write 
procedures in PHP, for instance. It’ll hap-
pen, but it may be a little while, probably 
not before 5.1, I don’t think.
Chad: Again, I agree with Jon here. Stored 
Procedures and Triggers. I think that this will 
definitely give MySQL more visibility in the 
enterprise. It seems like this has been the 
looming reason why developers and IT man-
agers have hesitated to adopt MySQL instead 
of another solution.

You use Windows in your examples, which 
must be relatively rare for a database seen 
as the mainstay of Linux and open source. 
Is this personal choice?
Jon: Well, I started out as a DOS and Win-
dows user, and until fairly recently Windows 
was still my primary desktop environment. 
Not long after the book was completed, I 
switched over to Linux (SuSE 9.2). I’ve been 
using it now for close to three months, and I 
can’t say that I miss Windows a great deal. I 
do occasionally use WINE or VMWare to run 
a few Windows apps when I have to.  The one 
thing I do miss sometimes is a good Linux 
analogue to Visio or SmartDraw – Dia just  
isn’t there yet.
 I’ve also been quite impressed with re-
cent versions of Mandrake and Fedora, and 
some of the new bootable-CD distributions 
are quite amazing, Knoppix in particular. 
Drop a CD in the tray, reboot, and – hey, 
presto! – three minutes later, you’ve got a 
functioning Linux desktop, complete with 
LAN and Internet connectivity, everything 
just works. I’ve yet to see anything like that 
happen in the Windows world. 
 I still have a couple of Windows machines 
kicking round, but I’ll likely convert one of 
them to Linux soon. I’ve also started using 
Solaris 10/x86 on a spare machine – that 
probably won’t be my primary desktop OS 
anytime soon, but it’s remarkably stable and 
good for doing some testing.

 Basically, I didn’t do all those screen-
shots on Windows because I wanted to 
push MySQL on Windows; I did it because 
I was – at the time – more comfortable with 
Windows for my desktop environment, and I 
could get the best-quality screenshots in the 
least amount of time with the Windows soft-
ware I had, knew, and used for that purpose. 
I wanted to make the change earlier, but 
simply didn’t have time to do it while working 
full-time and writing a book.
 So much for the evolution of my per-
sonal habits and preferences. Let’s talk 
about MySQL in this context. Very simply, 
the OS (almost) doesn’t matter. One of 
the cool things about MySQL – and one 
of the reasons it became my DB of choice 
three or four years ago – is that it runs 
virtually identically on Linux, Windows, 
Mac, Solaris, NetWare, HP Unix, etc. All 
of the command-line examples you see 
in the book – and there, I guess, a couple 
hundred of them – were tested on both 
Windows and Linux, and in almost every 
case, they worked identically.
 If you’re concerned with creating and 
working with MySQL and MySQL databases 
that will be used on multiple platforms, we 
talk about this at some length in the early 
part of the book, but the rules are pretty 
simple:
1. Don’t depend on case-sensitivity for DB, 

table, or column identifiers.
2. Don’t use special characters or spaces in 

identifiers. Stick with alphanumerics and 
the underscore, and you should be good 
to go.

 Other than the identifiers issues – which 
are due to differences in naming conventions 
for files and directories in different operat-
ing systems, and not completely the fault of 
MySQL – the differences between running 
MySQL on Windows and running it on Linux 
are practically nil. (Okay, Cluster doesn’t 
working so wonderfully on Windows just 
yet, but it will eventually.) In fact, in many 
cases, you can even copy the database files 
themselves directly from one OS to another 
and use them there.
 As for what platform people are actually 
using MySQL on...? Well, here are a couple 
of MySQL factoids for you: 

1. Something like 70% of all software down-
loads from dev.mysql.com are Win32 
versions. 

2. According to a recent poll on the MySQL 
Web site, 26% of MySQL enterprise de-
ployments are on Windows servers,  
with about 56% on various flavors of 
Linux. Given that Windows doesn’t pre-
dominate as an enterprise server OS,  
this isn’t that surprising. It suggests to  
me that a lot of Windows people are  
using MySQL for testing, development, 
and perhaps smaller-scale apps, but  
not so much for enterprise-level  
applications.

 Regardless of the OS, if you can get to a 
command line, you can run MySQL. It’s re-
ally that simple. The attitude at MySQL AB 
is “Pick your OS, then pick MySQL” – after 
all, we only make it available on something 
like 17 different platforms!
Chad: I didn’t do any of the screen shots 
that came from the book. Jon handled 
those. To answer the question, I use and 
prefer Linux, however, I work in both on a 
day-to-day basis. Also I use databases that 
are usually on Linux. I rarely use them on 
Windows, unless doing something with a 
certain database that doesn’t run on any-
thing other than Windows. :)

If I have limited time to develop a complete 
MySQL solution, will I get more out of my 
time from optimizing the server (hardware, 
MySQL configuration) or the database 
design?
Jon: Obviously both these issues are im-
portant. But if I had to choose, I’d probably 
go with making sure the database design 
was optimized. Once the application is up 
and running and the database contains a 
lot of data, it’s a lot less time-consuming 
and disruptive to upgrade hardware or 
tweak your MySQL configuration files than 
it is to make fundamental changes in the 
DB schema and possibly have to rewrite 
applications depending on it. And my 
experience is that throwing good hardware 
after a bad schema or a bad app tends not 
to be effective.
Chad: Again, I agree with Jon here. Heh, we 
should get together and write a book some 
time, eh? :) Definitely spending more time 
with the database design will give you the 
most bang for your buck here. It’s more 
feasible that you upgrade your hardware 
than go back and fix your entire design and 
architecture, not to mention the problems 
you may have with data integrity.
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You’ve managed to fit an incredible 
amount of information into a compact 
little book. Is there anything you wanted  
to cover that didn’t make it into the book?
Jon: I have a growing interested in object-
relational modeling, and I would have liked 
to include some material about it in the 
book, but there simply wasn’t time, since we 
wanted to hit the shelf in time for the 4.1 pro-
duction release (which we did, just barely, as 
it turned out). If we ever do a second edition, 
that’s one area I’d like to address – at least 
cover some of the basics.
 It would have been nice to have covered 
the MySQL C API, in the APIs chapter, and 
perhaps ODBC too. When we started, we 
intended to do it, but the chapter threat-
ened to become a book-length project 
on its own. That’s too bad, because Chad 
worked on a number of C, ODBC, and 
JDBC examples that we ended up having 
to cut. I think maybe there was supposed 
to be a section on Connector/.NET initially 
that would have been good to include. In 
the end, we decided to go for the “Big 3” 
open source scripting languages – PHP 4 
and 5, Perl, and Python. I like to think we 
made the right choice, and that we got 
across the basic interaction between DB 
and application that would be useful to 
programmers in other languages too.
Chad: Yep, the code examples Jon and I 
originally wrote covered just about every lan-
guage that a MySQL API existed for: C, C++, 
VB with ODBC, JDBC, and C#. It was a lot of 
good information but it was best to cut it.

I know you’re both busy right now with 
other things, but can we expect to see more 
of your wisdom in the future?
Jon: I went to work for MySQL AB not long 
after the book was published. My first big 
project for them was to revamp all of the 
documentation relating to MySQL Cluster, 
which – in case you haven’t heard – is a new 
distributed version of MySQL – and one 
of my ongoing tasks is to keep the Cluster 
documentation current. Cluster is *very* 
important to the firm’s plans for 2005 and 
beyond, so this is a huge responsibility. By 
the way, they’re a fabulous outfit to work for, 
and the calibre of the developers and others 
is just amazing. It blows me away to be work-
ing with folks like Paul DuBois, Mike Hillyer, 
Mikael Ronström (the original developer of 
NDB, which became MySQL Cluster), and 
Peter Gulutzan, just to name a few.

 I’ll also continue writing articles from 
time to time for International PHP Maga-
zine and possibly one or two other periodi-
cals, and I’ve just started work on a PHP 5 
book for Apress to be co-authored with Lee 
Reynolds. He and I wrote the UDDI mate-
rial for Wrox Press’s Professional PHP Web 
Services in 2001-2, and a couple of other 
fellows in the U.S. I haven’t worked with 
before, but who come highly recommend-
ed. I think it’s due to be published in July. 
I’m also supposed to be doing technical 
reviews for a new Apress book on JavaS-
cript and DOM that comes out later on this 
year sometime.
 Looking further ahead, I’d like to resur-
rect a book on DOM scripting in multiple 
environments that I was working on for 
Apress in 2003 when it got set aside in fa-
vour of the MySQL DB Design book. There’s 
no firm plans for that at the moment, 
however.
Chad: I was just recently brought on board 
as a technical reviewer for another MySQL 
book Apress is working on for Q2 ‘05 publica-
tion as well, other than that, I don’t have 
other plans, unless Jon approaches me with 
the PHP 5 stuff. :)

You don’t exactly live next to each other; 
did this pose any real problems in writing?
Jon: Not really. We’re both pretty used to 
working remotely. Tools like e-mail, FTP, 
instant messaging, and IRC make it pretty 
easy (and cheap) to communicate in real-
time, pass files back and forth, and so on. It 
might be relevant to mention here that both 
Apress and MySQL AB are largely “virtual 
companies” whose employees are scat-
tered across several countries and they’re 
both successful firms. One of the editors 
who was involved in the early phases of the 
book, Chris Mills, I’ve been working with 
for nearly four years now. He’s in the U.K., 
I’ve been in the U.S.A. and Australia, and 
we’ve yet to meet in person. With regard to 
MySQL AB, I’ve met exactly one co-worker 
so far in real life, mostly because he also 
happens to live in Brisbane.
 Chad and I have known each other for 
about five or six years through the HiveMinds 
community and its predecessor, that’s how 
we came to work together on a site project 
or two (and why Chad hosts most of my 
sites), and it’s all been online. You can reach 
HiveMinds at www.hiveminds.info or www.
hiveminds.org – we’d love to have you.

 By one of those quirks of fate that make 
life interesting, Chad lives quite close to my 
father so all those photos of dad’s Aussie 
granddaughter are actually hosted on a 
server just a few kilometres – er, miles – away 
from him. It’s a small world after all, isn’t it? 
Chad: Yeah, I can’t say that it posed any 
problems. Jon and I have worked together in 
the past, as he said, and we have both worked 
with people around the world for a while 
now, so it seemed just as good as working 
with the guy in the next cube over. This is just 
one more great advantages of the Internet. 
Years ago it would have been unheard of to 
do this sort of collaboration living this far 
apart. It’s funny the people it still catches off-
guard when then realize that my co-author is 
Down Under.

What do you listen do/listen to/watch when 
writing?
Jon: I listen to a bit of everything, but my old 
reliables in the music department tend to 
be Pearl Jam and U2. I’m also a Yes fan from 
way back. I also like coffee, mango juice, and 
some amazing sugarless mints I discovered 
awhile back that are flavored with lemon 
grass and ginseng.
Chad: If I’m working from home, then 
either Squawk Box in the morning, or 
whatever’s on in the evening. Other than 
that, I usually like it pretty quiet. I too enjoy 
coffee (preferably Dunkin Donuts) while 
working.    
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CASE STUDY

SquidGuard Saves  
Local Government  
a Tidy Packet
An experiment with Linux B Y  M A R I A  W I N S L O W

Taking the Plunge
 Smith was already using some Linux in 
the environment for non-critical systems. 
They were running a Linux-based backup 
system for an Oracle database 
and operated a Web cam (a 
video camera connected to the 
network) on a Linux server, 
but they were nervous about 
expanding into more critical 
functions.
 As the economy got worse, 
the budget drove them to look 
seriously at cost-cutting mea-
sures. Smith had been already 
been thinking about Linux for 
some time. When his support 
contract for SurfControl (a 
proprietary Web proxy, Web 
content filter, and spam filter) 
was up for renewal, Smith 
looked for a way to replace it 
with Open Source. He and his 
staff began an informal discussion about 
the ROI of using Linux for the task. They 
decided that it was a no-brainer since 

they could end up saving a significant 
amount, especially on the proxy and filter 
software. Smith was convinced that Linux 
could replace their current system, but 

he needed to show a proof-of-
concept. Smith took advantage 
of leftover money at the end of 
the budget cycle to find out if 
Linux would work as well. That 
way he’d get his proof-of-con-
cept, but he didn’t have to give 
up part of his budget in case it 
didn’t work.
         Smith successfully replaced 
the Windows-based SurfControl 
server with SquidGuard and 
SpamAssassin (Web content 
and spam filters) on Linux. They 
chose to target the Web proxy 
as the first production system 
to move to Linux because they 
were having a few problems 
with the product and weren’t 

getting timely support from the vendor. 
Given how much he paid for the support 
contract for SurfControl, Smith just didn’t 
think he was getting a good deal for the 
money. After the conversion, they found 
that performance was better with the new 
system as well.
 The second production system they 
targeted was the Sendmail relay and 
spam filter. By using SpamAssassin on 

Linux, Smith was able to remove the 
SurfControl product from two separate 
servers. His support contract for the Win-
dows-based Sendmail relay was expen-
sive, so Smith was glad to be able to drop 
it, too.
 Smith found that support was less 
expensive and more timely from a local 
consulting company that specialized in 
Open Source products. That company 
introduced him to an inexpensive high-
availability service on Linux servers. For 
not much more than the cost of the hard-
ware, they were able to set up both servers 
with a redundancy system using Heart-
beat, Open Source software used to set up 
a failover service. The previous systems 
didn’t have failover capability, so Smith 
was able to achieve a level of service not 
previously available.

The Savings
 The cost savings is a big win for Guil-
ford County. Smith estimates that they 
saved $12,500 a year for the proxy ser- 
ver, and $15,000 a year for the mail ser- 
ver. Most of this savings came from 
replacing expensive proprietary products 
and support, and the rest from replacing 
Windows on the servers. The Open Source 
products they chose are all available at  

 Justin Smith thinks in practical terms. As CTO of Guilford County Government in 

North Carolina, budgetary concerns were the driving force in his considering Open 

Source technologies. Smith saved an estimated $27,000 a year by replacing two 

servers on the edge of his network, and began to train his staff for future Linux 

deployments.

 Guilford County, NC saves about $27,000  
a year with just two Internet infrastructure  
migration projects.

Open Source Products Used:
•  Red Hat Linux servers  
•  Squid/SquidGuard 
•  Sendmail  
•  SpamAssassin  
•  Heartbeat for failover control 

A B O U T  T H E  A U T H O R

Maria Winslow is manager of US operations, 
Mandrakesoft. She is the author of The Practical 
Manager’s Guide to Open Source, available at 

www.lulu.com/practicalGuide.
mwinslow@sys-con.com
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no cost, so the only expense was the consulting fees for deploy-
ing and support. Overall, it added up to about $27,000 a year for 
two Internet infrastructure projects.

Getting Help
 Smith had Unix experience on staff, and he had light Linux 
experience himself. Expert support for any potential migration 
was an issue for Smith, and he needed to know that he would 
have the help required to ensure a smooth transition. He hired 
a consulting company to research software, do the deployment, 
and provide support, taking pressure off the IT staff. They didn’t 
have to have in-depth knowledge to maintain the systems on a 
daily basis, and could learn from the consultants who did the 
deployment and provided support.
 Smith believes that some local government organizations may 
have more Linux experience already, and may be able to do their 
own proof-of-concepts. It all depends on the amount of time you 
have available and staff skills.

A Smooth Transition
 The transition was actually smoother than Smith expected.  
He had an idea of what to use as replacement software, but he 
depended on the consultant to make sound recommendations. 
The only thing Guilford County’s 2,000 users noticed was a 
slightly different error message when they tried to reach a Web 
site that was blocked. The Web content filter took a little time to 
get adjusted properly, since the public health workers need ac-
cess to sites that most corporations would block, such as infor-
mation about illegal drugs. Once the settings were right, Smith’s 
staff found administration a breeze.

Sanctioned for Government Use
 In 2003, the chief information officer of the U.S. Department 
of Defense issued an agency-wide memo sanctioning the use of 
Open Source for department systems. Word of the memo circu-
lated in the local government IT community, and Smith thinks 
that it’s likely to make a difference in the rate of Open Source 
adoption for departments like his. “We’ll see a more rapid adop-
tion in government at all levels now. The DOD statement means 
that Open Source is taken more seriously in government in 
general, and now you don’t have to worry about being an outcast 
since it’s been officially approved.”
 Smith’s advice to his peers is to look for where it makes sense 
to deploy in your particular environment. “I’m not for one 
operating system over another. I just want everything to work 
smoothly. You have to know your environment, and you have to 
judge where it will make sense for you.”    
LINUXWORLD MAGAZINE WWW.LINUXWORLD.COM

[Excerpted from The Practical Manager’s Guide to Open Source, Lulu Press]

Why settle for 
plain vanilla …

“I’m not for one operating system  
over another. I just want everything to 

work smoothly”  

CASE STUDY
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OPEN SOURCE

Dual-Licensing Open Source 
Business Models
Mixing proprietary terms with the GPL B Y  H E A T H E R  M E E K E R

What Is a Dual-Licensing Model?
 A dual-licensing model is a business 
model in which a company that markets 
a commercial software product gives its 
licensees the choice of two licensing models: 
Open Source and closed source (or “propri-
etary”). In this business model, a customer 
can choose to license the software under 
the terms of an Open Source license such 
as the GNU General Public License (GPL). 
Open Source licenses let licensees sublicense 
the product’s source code to multiple levels 
of sub-licensees, but require re-licensing 
in source code format, usually on identi-
cal terms. Alternatively, the customer can 
choose a closed source or proprietary license 
with more conventional licensing terms that 
limit his ability to re-license the product, or 
restrict him to object code sublicenses only.
 The theory is that the dual-licensing 
model helps both the free software commu-
nity and the commercial software licensee. 
The open availability of source code lets the 
software be improved by those who have 
the right to change it under an Open Source 
license. The proceeds from commercial 
licensing help fund additional develop-

ment, and help establish the product as a 
commercial standard.

Who’s Doing It?
 Several companies have broken ground by 
launching dual-licensing models.
 The best known is mySQL AB, which 
produces an Open Source database. mySQL 
has two license options: a commercial license 
and a modified GPL license, which allows the 
licensee to distribute mySQL code under GPL 
side-by-side with other FLOSS licenses.
 Commercial licensees get a commercially  
supported product with a level of assurance 
from mySQL that doesn’t require that their 
mySQL-based software be Open Sourced. 
mySQL can offer a commercial license be-
cause it owns the mySQL code. The commer-
cial license sells for several hundred dollars 
per server. The two licensing models cover 
identical products.
 TrollTech AS uses a dual-licensing model 
with its QT product, a C++ application devel-
opment framework. It charges a per-devel-
oper price for its commercial license. The two 
licensing models cover identical code bases. 
The free licensing model is available under 
the GPL (or the QPL, a free software license 
that’s not that widely used).
 Active Endpoints, Inc. uses a different 
strategy, having launched a separate Open 
Source product that complements its core 
product. Its ActiveBPEL engine is a runtime 
environment for executing processes based 
on the BPEL4WS 1.1 specification. It is the 
core of Active Endpoints’ ActiveWebflow 
family. Active Endpoints licenses the Active 
BPEL Engine under the GPL, and its suite of 
products on commercial licensing terms.

 Mandrakesoft distributes a popular Linux 
distribution. It, too, has multiple license op-
tions, but its commercial product is different 
from its free software. Mandrake’s Web site 
says that “The difference is not the license of 
our products, but the licenses of third-party 
software contained in the commercial dis-
tributions. Download edition Mandrakesoft 
products only include components licensed 
under a Free Software/Open Source License. 
Commercial products may also include soft-
ware add-ons that are covered by a propri-
etary license that often prevents free copying 
and redistribution of the product.”
 SleepyCat Software distributes Berkeley 
DB, a data storage and retrieval develop-
ment package, under multiple licenses. Its 
Open Source option requires any redistri-
bution to include source code. It also offers 
commercial licenses: “If you do not want 
to release the source code for your appli-
cation, you may purchase a license from 
Sleepycat Software,” it says.
 Many Open Source projects offer licenses 
under multiple Open Source options – such 
as the Mozilla Foundation, which gives its 
licensees the choice of Mozilla, GPL, or 
LGPL.

IP and Licensing Concerns 
 Lurking in all of this are some profound 
legal issues:
• Ur-Licensing: The decision “to Open 

Source or not to Open Source” is only 
possible for the original author of soft-
ware code – the “Ur-licensor.” This is 
because, once software is licensed under 
a “viral” or free software license, it must 
forever be licensed under those terms. No 
licensee can change this. The necessity of 
being the original author is borne out by 
the dual-licensing businesses described 
above. All that offer commercial licenses 
are the authors of their code – but for 
Mandrakesoft the exception proves the 
rule. Its commercial licensing option is 
dictated by third-party licensing terms.

 To Open Source or not to Open Source – that is the question. Or is it?  

Open Source has matured into a robust development model, and many businesses  

that shied away from it are reconsidering it. The good news these days is that  

Open Source is no longer an all-or-nothing choice.
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• Contributions: The premise of dual licens-
ing is that the community can contribute 
to the product’s code base to build better 
code. So, assuming a company has the 
right – by virtue of having written its code 
– to give its licensees a choice of Open 
Source or commercial terms, it must 
decide how to manage contributions 
from the Open Source community. There 
are two ways to go about it: by requiring 
contributors to assign all rights to their 
contributions to the company, or to require 
the contributors to grant a license to the 
company that’s broad enough to allow 
redistribution on both commercial and 
non-commercial terms. Either approach 
can meet with significant resistance from 
the contributor community, so public rela-
tions – and a good licensing FAQ – are key.

• Trademarks: Any company launching 
any business initiative needs to consider 
branding. Open Source businesses are 
no different, but the trademark policies 
covering Open Source products can be 
trickier than for proprietary software. The 
problem, in a nutshell, is that trademark 
law and Open Source are fundamental 
opposites. Trademarks are only as valuable 
as their owners make them by controlling 
the quality and source of the products that 
bear them. Losing control means losing 
rights through a process known as dilution 
or blurring. But Open Source is all about 
lack of control. A company can decide to 
grant the right to modify its software to all 
and sundry. But it must decide how far to 
let those modifications stray from the of-
ficial release before the product’s branding 
has to be changed. Different Open Source 
companies and projects approach this 
issue differently. Some allow limited use 
of the mark associated with the product; 
some allow none. A savvy dual-licensing 
model requires serious thought about 
trademark policy, as well as active policing 
of the policy to avoid compromising of a 
company’s trademark rights.

• Patents: Finally, any company that offers 
Open Source licensing terms for code it 
has written must consider the effect on 
its patent portfolio. Releasing code under 
Open Source licenses can give licensees an 
implied license to a patent that covers the 
code – though the scope of that license will 
be unclear. Some of the more “corporate” 
Open Source licenses include express pat-
ent grants, and this helps clarify the scope 

of the patent licenses that are included. But 
any commercial enterprise that releases 
Open Source code must make this deci-
sion with its eyes open after formulating a 
general patent strategy.

Corporate Concerns
 Companies pursuing a dual-licensing 
strategy should consider the lesson – learned 
too dear and too late by many start-ups – 
that distinct businesses are better separated 
into different operating entities. While many 
in the business community are embracing 
Open Source as a development method or 
a business model, some still consider it a 
substantial negative. A start-up may find that 
a potential acquirer or investor dislikes the 
idea of buying or investing in Open Source 
assets, or, at least, doesn’t value those assets 
seriously. If your acquirer tells you that it 
loves your product, but doesn’t want to be 
involved in Open Source, you may need to 
segregate the Open Source business prior 
to sale. Doing this on the eve of an acquisi-
tion can be difficult, as any CEO who’s gone 
through a spin-off can tell you. The longer a 
business operates, the harder it is to segre-
gate its multiple business lines. Assets like 
copyrights, trade secrets, trademark rights, 
and goodwill can be difficult to un-mingle. 
The solution may be to create dual corpora-
tions to handle your dual-licensing model.
 Creating dual corporations also helps 
compartmentalize liability, so your for-profit 
business won’t be responsible for losses or 
liabilities that the Open Source project may 
incur. But to preserve this advantage, you’ll 
need to follow corporate formalities like 
directors’ meetings and corporate minutes, 
or the “corporate veil” that limits liability can 
fail. 
 If you decide to use a dual-corporate struc-
ture with your dual-licensing model, you 
might also consider designating one of them 
as a not-for-profit entity. Many Open Source 
projects operate through public benefit 
corporations (classified under 501(c)(3) of 
the Internal Revenue Code). However, before 
doing this, you should consult a tax attorney 
or an advisor who’s experienced in this area 

to establish this status and help set your ex-
pectations. Keep in mind that not-for-profit 
entities are obliged to operate for the benefit 
of the public at large, not to remove liabilities 
and costs from your for-profit balance sheet. 
Transfer payments between for-profit and 
not-for-profit entities can land you in tax 
trouble, and compromise your not-for-profit 
status. This status has other more important 
uses – getting donations and grants, and 
garnering goodwill with the community. It 
also lets you invite participation by board 
members who prefer not to sit on boards of 
private for-profit corporations.

Does It Work?
 In a sense, the business theory behind 
dual licensing is nothing new. Software 
companies have historically offered “lite” 
versions of their products as teasers, share-
ware, or free evaluation copies. Familiar 
examples are the video game Doom (which 
was licensed for free in a version that 
contained only a few levels, whereas the 
full game contained many others), and the 
Netscape browser (which was licensed for 
free to users of the client portion, whereas 
the server portion was licensed to businesses 
on commercial terms). Hardware companies 
have traditionally included software – even 
software source code – free with their prod-
ucts to leverage hardware sales. This is some-
times called “widget frosting.” For instance, a 
company that sells computer hardware may 
Open Source its drivers or interface tools, 
which are not normally sold separately to 
the customer. And of course IBM is a major 
proponent of Linux, which drives sales of its 
hardware, software, and consulting services.
 So, there’s no reason for dual licensing not 
to work as a business model. It’s too early 
to tell, but the dual-licensing model seems 
to be serving the companies doing it – not 
only for financial success but to engender 
community support as well. Dual-licensing 
models are accepted by most members  
of the Open Source community, and in-
creasingly by investors concerned with the 
bottom line.    
LINUXWORLD MAGAZINE WWW.LINUXWORLD.COM

“It’s too early to tell if it works,   
but the dual-licensing model seems to be serving 

the companies doing it”  
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DISTRIBUTION

The State of 
Laptop Linux: 2005

B Y  J A M E S  T U R N E R

I 
still stand by the validity of my initial test. 
Until Linux is a simple grandmother-
friendly install, desktop Linux is going 
to stay in the ghetto, restricted to people 
who don’t panic at the words “patch and 
recompile the kernel.” In 2004, I could get 

my sound to work, or my wireless networking 
card, or my graphic adaptor, but not all of them 
at once. In fact, even after days of patching, 
recompiling, downloading, and reading up on 
various drives, I still couldn’t get everything to 
work at once.
 Fast forward to this February. New laptop, still 
a Toshiba, but more cutting-edge, with built-in 
801.11g, Radeon video chip and P4 processor. 
For the record, a Toshiba A75-S206. So I thought 
it was time to revisit the question of whether 
any Linux distribution was really laptop-ready. 
My criteria were simple. To be considered a 
success, a distribution needed to install and all 
the laptop components needed to work without 
any software installs or changes to the kernel.
 First out of the gate was Slackware 10.1, 
based on the 2.4 kernel with a 2.6 kernel in-
cluded for testing. A useful Web site suggested 
that Slackware was the most compatible dis-

tribution for the A75. The initial install left me 
with a working Linux system, but no WiFi sup-
port. Some reading later, I found the MadWifi 
Sourceforge project, which supports the Athe-
ros WiFi chip in the Toshiba. Compiling and 
installing the module gave me working sound, 
video, and WiFi. Emboldened, I tried installing 
the 2.6.10 kernel and the driver there. Suddenly, 
my touchpad didn’t work. A little more reading 
and I knew to disable legacy USB support in my 
BIOS. I was able to get my hardwire Ethernet 
port and mouse to work, but I couldn’t get the 
WiFi card to work under 2.6.10.
 Setting Slackware aside, I decided to try a 
commercial consumer distribution. I down-
loaded and burned the Linspire 4.5 Live Boot 
distribution (Build 602). It came up with all 
components working except WiFi. I grabbed 
the 4.5 full install (Build 603), but for some 
reason, my mouse stopped working. Worse, it’s 
almost impossible to create a Linspire system 
that you can build the kernel under (the sourc-
es are available, as are the compile tools, but it 
would take all day to install them individually 
using the “Click N’ Run” package installer.)
 Fedora Core 3 was next on my list. This was a 
pure disaster. The install program left me with a 
black screen, whether I chose text or graphical 
install. A total no-go from step 1.
 Finally, I downloaded SuSE Linux 9.1, 
both the Live Boot and the full install. What a 
pleasant surprise. Everything in both versions 
worked right out-of-the-box, sound and WiFi in-
cluded. As a bonus, the 9.1 distro is a 2.6 kernel, 

so I wasn’t sacrificing the latest kernel features 
to get hardware compatibility. SuSE also had the 
smoothest, slickest install procedure.
 Regardless of their success, or lack of it, in 
supporting my hardware, all the distributions 
successfully installed a boot manager so I could 
dual-boot between Linux and Windows XP, 
and they all mounted my NTFS disk partition 
(except Fedora, which was DOA.)
 So what’s the state of Laptop Linux in 2005? 
A lot better than 2004. Most of the distributions 
came pretty close to full functionality, and one 
of them hit the mark 100%. Hats off to Novell 
for a killer distribution that installed on notori-
ously finicky hardware.
 What’s needed to make things better? Well, 
the Linux community needs to address the 
device driver crisis. Right now, a compiled 
(binary) version of a device driver is tightly 
coupled to a specific kernel version so a device 
driver compiled for 2.6.5 won’t work with 2.6.9. 
There are some simple things that could be 
done (many of them administrative rather than 
technical) that would allow a given compiled 
driver module to work with any kernel inside a 
major release. So a driver could work with any 
2.6.x kernel, for example. Driver writers could 
provide easy-to-install precompiled versions 
of their drivers for the average Joe to install, 
and hardware vendors could (if they wished) 
provide binary-only drivers.
 I know that binary-only drivers are a sore 
spot with free software purists, but I’d rather 
have a fully functional, if closed, Nvidia driver 
than a reverse-engineered one that limps along.
 With a basic level of driver stability, Linux 
could become as easy as Windows to support. 
Drivers could be provided on install CDs or on 
company Web sites, and could be installed sim-
ply without compilations (or possibly kernel 
patches.)
 But sour grapes about the state of driver 
development aside, I’d like to conclude by 
repeating the good news for 2005. Laptops are 
no longer Linux’ bastard children.    
LINUXWORLD MAGAZINE WWW.LINUXWORLD.COM

 Last year I made some waves on the LinuxWorld Web site when I published an article 

recounting my efforts to find a Linux distribution that would work “out-of-the-box” with 

my Toshiba laptop. To say that I was profoundly disappointed doesn’t begin to describe 

how I felt when a vocal minority of readers basically accused me of treason. “How dare I 

hold Linux to the same standards as Windows! Windows comes installed; Microsoft has it 

easier! Etc. Etc.”

A B O U T  T H E  A U T H O R

James Turner, senior editor of LinuxWorld Magazine, 
is president of Black Bear Software. James has  

written for Wired, Christian Science Monitor, and 
other publications. He is currently working on  
his third book on open source development.

turner@linuxworld.com

blog: turner.linuxworld.comThe driver crisis needs to be addressed
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U
nlike the free MySQL, where 
organizations are expected to 
deploy and use the database on 
their own, the MySQL Network 
offers assisted setup and support 
either directly or through a num-

ber of MySQL partners. 
 I spoke to Zack Urlocker, vice president of 
marketing for MySQL AB, and Sami Akbay, 
senior director of marketing for GoldenGate 
Software, Inc., a MySQL Network partner, 
about the MySQL Network and how it will be 
supported and used by corporations. 

In a nutshell, what is the MySQL Network? 
Zack: MySQL Network is designed for cor-
porations who want to save time develop-
ing and deploying MySQL applications. The 
new offering includes high-end production 
support, certified binaries, software advi-
sors, IP protection, and access to our new 
knowledgebase.
 However, we remain very much commit-
ted to supporting our open source com-

munity, so everything there stays the same. 
If you’re a developer who’s content with the 
software and resources you receive today 
from MySQL and the Web, then you’re all set 
- nothing will change for you.
 MySQL Network is for large and small en-
terprises that may be very interested in the 
cost-savings and software-quality benefits 
of open source software - but need some 
help and assurance along the way.
 We like to say that the MySQL Commu-
nity Edition is for people who are willing 
to invest their time to save money, while 
MySQL Network is for those who want to 
invest a little money in order to save time.
Sami: Being one of the first ISVs to join the 
MySQL Network, GoldenGate reiterates 
its support for the open source commu-
nity. As the leader in transactional data 
management, GoldenGate enables MySQL 
and Linux to seamlessly coexist with other 
legacy and open systems databases. This 
partnership strengthens both MySQL and 
open source ecosystems, helping business-

Q&A

Network
An interview with Zack Urlocker, VP of marketing for MySQLAB,  
and Sami Akbay, senior director of marketing for GoldenGate Software, Inc. 

I N T E R V I E W  B Y  M A R T I N  C .  B R O W N

 The MySQL Network is a new service operated by MySQL AB to help companies  

use and deploy MySQL technology in their applications. It bundles up a number of  

different components into a single chargeable service and includes certified copies  

of the MySQL binaries, online and phone-based support, full access to the MySQL 

KnowledgeBase, and updates and notifications of new releases. 

A B O U T  T H E  A U T H O R

Martin C. Brown, LAMP technologies editor of  
LinuxWorld Magazine, is a former IT director with 

experience in cross-platform integration. 
mc@linuxworld.com

blog: martinbrown.linuxworld.com
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Network

es to confidently deploy these solutions in 
their mission-critical data infrastructures

Why did you choose the subscription 
model, rather than a one-off  ‘purchase’ 
solution?
Zack: Since most of the components of the 
MySQL Network revolve around having 
a relationship with MySQL over time, it 
makes much more sense to provide these 
things as a subscription. Think about it - 
when you want technical support, software 
upgrades, or access to alerts and bulletins, 
these are all things you want today, tomor-
row and next month. So an annual pay-
as-you-go model works well. It also gives 
smaller companies a much easier, flexible 
way to get in with lower upfront costs, and 
then scale their IT investment as they grow.

I see that one of the main benefits is the 
supply of the MySQL Pro Certified Server. 
What’s the main difference between this 
and the version we can all download from 
the Web site?
Zack: MySQL-certified software and com-
munity software are built on the same code 
base, but since they’re designed for different 
audiences, they do have different purposes 
and benefits. The freely available Commu-
nity Edition is focused on a “release early, 
release often” schedule where new features 
are introduced and the open source devel-
oper community is encouraged to bang on 
it and give us feedback and bug reports.
 On the other hand, the MySQL Pro 
Certified Server is designed for commercial 
developers who don’t necessarily want the 
“bleeding edge” - they just want to know 
which version of MySQL will work best for 
their production application. The certified 
software has already been reviewed by the 
open source developer community as well 
as MySQL’s own quality-assurance suites and 
commercial and open source testing tools. In 
addition, it’s inspected and verified by lead-
ing source-code analysis tools like Klocwork 
and Coverity for crash-causing defects, 
performance degradation, and security vul-
nerabilities. We also ask our MySQL Network 
certified partners to certify that their software 
works with our certified software. So that 
way a customer knows if they are working 
with GoldenGate, Business Objects, Quest, 
Embarcadero, HP, Red Hat, Novell or others, 
they’re good to go. They don’t have to worry 
about which version works with which.

 In the long run, each of the different ver-
sions will benefit the other. All the stability 
and maintenance fixes included in MySQL 
certified software will get incorporated into 
the Community Edition software just like 
all the new features and functionality tested 
publicly in the Community Editions will 
eventually be incorporated into a certified 
version.

How significant do you think a certified 
version of MySQL will be to commercial 
users?
Zack: It will save many users a fair amount 
of time and give them considerable peace 
of mind. We’ve seen strong initial interest in 
MySQL Network.

MySQL is already being used by some as a 
replacement for commercial solutions such 
as Oracle and DB2. Do you see the Certified 
Server initiative helping this process?
Zack: Not just the certified software but the 
MySQL Network as a whole. IT departments 
used to working with traditional vendors 
like Microsoft, IBM, and Oracle have come 
to expect a high level of professional sup-
port and vendor accountability for their 
enterprise infrastructure. Just because we’re 
an open source company doesn’t mean we 
can’t deliver the same.

Do you have a feeling for the number of 
commercial customers using MySQL in 
non-critical environment, because of the 
lack of a certified version?
Zack: Just from speaking to customers and 
prospects, we know that many enterprises 
are very interested in the ROI benefits of 
open source, but are concerned with the 
perceived lack of support, accountability, 
product roadmap, etc. (See graph). For these 
companies, it’s not just about critical versus 

non-critical applications, because they’re 
both important to their business. We believe 
that MySQL Network can help protect their 
investment in resources and to manage risk.

Will the certified binaries cover all the 
available platforms, or just those that you 
see as key to your target audience?
Zack: We’ll be releasing certified binaries 
for the popular platforms that our MySQL 
Network subscribers ask for. Right now, 
that’s 11 different platforms - 32- and 64-bit 
versions of Red Hat Enterprise Linux, SuSE 
Linux Enterprise Server, Microsoft Windows 
Server 2003, Sun Solaris, and HP-UX, which 
we believe cover upwards of 80% of the mar-
ket today. As we move forward, you’ll see us 
add certified binaries for other platforms on 
a quarterly basis. We’re keeping our eyes on 
Mac OS X, Debian, and others. Keep in mind 
that the number of platforms we support is 
much broader than this. We support custom-
ers on more than 70 different platforms, and 
that includes some quite specialized niche 
platforms. For example FreeBSD is not a 
huge platform in terms of market share, but 
it’s the standard platform at Yahoo so we 
support it.

Are you going to help migrate MySQL Net-
work users from Oracle and others?
Zack: We believe that MySQL co-exists 
with Oracle, DB2, and SQL Server in many 
customer environments. That said, when 
a customer does want to migrate some 
applications to MySQL for performance 
reasons or lower cost, we do provide 
resources to help them. Our online forums 
(http://forums.mysql.com/) and our migra-
tion center (http://www.mysql.com/migra-
tion) are examples of two resources that 
we provide for developers and DBAs who 
may be interested in using MySQL in place 
of another database. We also offer white 
papers and training consulting packages 
that will help companies expand their staffs’ 
skill sets and get a jumpstart in new system 
development. There’s also a new MySQL 
Migration Tool that’s currently available in 
alpha for those who want to get a jumpstart 
on things. And at our user conference in 
mid-April there are plenty of sessions on 
migration (www.mysqluc.com).
 Lastly, we’ve got a bunch of great partners 
like GoldenGate that provide tools and plat-
forms for data application migration and 
integration.BIGGEST CONCERNS ABOUT OPEN SOURCEFIGURE 1
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Sami: A growing number of GoldenGate 
customers are interested in using MySQL and 
Linux side-by-side with their commercial or 
proprietary counterparts, essentially imple-
menting “database tiering.”
 Even for the most progressive IT organiza-
tions, the risk associated with replacing com-
mercial databases in production environments 
can be too high. GoldenGate enables database 
tiering; essentially augmenting the deployed 
commercial infrastructure with MySQL clus-
ters running on Linux farms.
 Sabre Holdings is a great example of this. 
Sabre is realizing tremendous benefits by 
using GoldenGate and MySQL on Linux for 
its air travel shopping engine, which aver-
ages 300,000 updates an hour across a farm of 
MySQL instances and commercial databases 
running on the HP NonStop platform.

How will the MySQL Advisors system work?
Zack: The MySQL Network Advisors are proac-
tive systems that notify you of new information 
that may impact your MySQL applications. You 
can fill out a profile on the MySQL Network Web 
site based on your environment and applica-
tion, and then request how you want to receive 
the alerts - via email, pager, or SMS message.
 The Update Advisor tells you of relevant 
MySQL certified software for your environment 
- and can also help you manage the installation 
and upgrade. The Technical Alert system noti-

fies you about issues related to your specific 
computing environment such as operating 
system security vulnerabilities, performance 
enhancements, and new KnowledgeBase 
articles.
 Over time, we plan to add even more Advi-
sors to help developers and DBAs manage their 
systems.

You talk of customization of updates. How 
specific will these updates and notifications 
be?
Zack: Users can ask for update information 
by operating system, MySQL server version 
(e.g. 4.1.x), MySQL storage engine type, and 
specialized features such as “Full-Text Search” 
or “Replication.”

Have you authors like Chad Russell, Jon Ste-
phens, and Paul DuBois to help populate the 
knowledgebase that will be available?
Zack: The KnowledgeBase articles are written 
by MySQL’s own developers and support staff, 

mostly based on issues raised by users and 
support clients including troubleshooting, 
performance tips, and best practices. But 
there’s no doubt we’re very fortunate that we 
not only have great technical staff but also 
great writers, great consultants, and great 
instructors who do our training. All of these 
groups helped out to make sure that the 
KnowledgeBase is a new kind of resource and 
that it’s helpful to our customers.

Is the licensing affected in any way?
Zack: It is more well-defined. One of the goals 
of the MySQL Network is to remove any con-
fusion around our dual licensing so that it’s 
easier for developers and IT departments to 
employ MySQL in a corporate environment. 
The software available in MySQL Network 
and the MySQL Community Edition are both 
offered through the open source GPL license 
- and ISVs are still able to purchase a MySQL 
commercial license for embedding and resell-
ing the MySQL database as part of their own 
third-party solutions.

Are there any plans to change the open 
source nature of MySQL?
Zack: No change at all. MySQL will still release 
all its software early, often, and for no cost un-
der the open source GPL license - continuing 
to give the millions of MySQL developers early 
access to the latest features in MySQL. Even 
with the introduction of the MySQL Network, 
more than 80% of our company’s development 
team will be dedicated to working on software 
that will be freely available under the GPL to 
the open source community.
 We think the open source model is really the 
best way to build and distribute software and 
we’re committed to it. For companies that are 
trying to get a handle on their IT costs, or do 
more with less, open source is the way to go. I 
think it’s come a long way since Linux and now 
we’re starting to see more and more compa-
nies go towards the full open source LAMP 
stack with Linux, Apache, MySQL, PH, Perl, 
and Python.    
LINUXWORLD MAGAZINE WWW.LINUXWORLD.COM

 Sabre Holdings used to employ a “build-it ourselves” methodology using best-of-breed systems and 
developing most of their applications in-house. However, with the rise of the Internet the use of data at 
Travelocity, the big online travel agent, has changed. Increased browsing and fewer actual purchases has 
put a heavier burden on the IT system. The result is that IT needs to support more complex services, but 
with fewer purchases they’ve had to cut the cost of the infrastructure required to support it. 
 With these goals in mind, the company decided to pursue a leaner, more cost-effective approach for 
Its ATSE platform. Sabre Holdings CTO Craig Murphy and his team decided to implement an infrastructure 
based on open systems that would provide cost efficiencies and greater flexibility down the road. “We 
learned the hard way,” Murphy said. “In the past we got locked into application silos with proprietary 
practices and vendor inflexibility.”
 Murphy and his team designed a hybrid computing environment based on a horizontally scalable 
server farm built out of Unix- and Linux-based commodity machines running MySQL databases. This server 
farm would be integrated with a cluster of HP NonStop systems, the platform that the company uses to 
power its agency services.
 Alan Walker, vice-president of Sabre Labs, said that “With GoldenGate, we are able to capture that 
data, transform it for the MySQL databases, and then pump it to the hybrid servers. With GoldenGate, we 
can get performance from commodity Unix and Linux servers that is remarkably similar to the NonStop 
machines. Synchronizing the two platforms allows us to deliver the same high level of service and reli-
ability to our customers, yet at a much lower cost for hardware and software. GoldenGate was such an 
important element in this initiative because it provided the glue that let us migrate and move data, and 
evolve into the future.”

 Case Study: Sabre Holdings

“We know that many enterprises are very interested  
in the ROI benefits of open source, but are concerned 

with the perceived lack of support, accountability, 
product roadmap, etc.”  
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A Complete and Thorough Book
 Rosen has met that challenge in his excit-
ing guide to the Open Source licensing zoo. 
As an extra fillip he offers a set of five Open 
Source Principles so clear and brief that the 
Open Source Initiative (OSI) would be well 
advised to adopt them, plus two new licenses 
intended to solve not only the weaknesses 
of some of the current Open Source licenses, 
but resolve the many problems that revolve 
around the Free Software Foundation’s (FSF) 
GNU General Public License (GPL) and Lesser 
General Public License (LGPL).
 This clear book spends 314 pages in 
detailed discussion of more legal issues than 
this review can touch on. The author has the 
advantage of having trained and worked as 
a programmer and so as a lawyer he’s not 
flummoxed by complex technical issues. He’s 
also uniquely qualified by his long tenure at 
the Open Source Initiative, where he served 
as general counsel and as executive director, 
participating in many discussions there on 
licensing and building a wealth of experience 
to mine for this book. Everyone involved at 
all with Open Source software should read 
the first three chapters of this book as back-
ground to understanding the larger issues, 
and the remainder of it should be mandatory 
for all people and firms actually producing 

Open Source software, whether as coders or 
managers.
 The book approaches licenses in chrono-
logical fashion, showing early starts and 
subsequent improvements. To oversimplify, 
in the beginning, the BSD license imposed no 
limits on the licensee; the MIT, or X license, 
added clear copyright language; and the GPL 
required that code be shared. Subsequent 
licenses have added patent defense and 
warranties of code provenance. Over 15 years 
later we are faced with dozens of licenses and 
conflicting opinions (none of them judicial) 
about how software developers and firms are 
supposed to stitch together code to meet their 
terms.
 The book is quite lucid since Rosen takes 
the reader through the basics such as the fact 
that different laws apply to the intellectual 
property (IP) of software and the to tangible 
copies of software, that copyright doesn’t 
protect the ideas in software (patents do that), 
and that there’s a difference between a (bare) 
license and a contract (containing a license). 
Along the way important points emerge: 
although a bare license (like the GPL) can be 
revoked because it’s not a contract for which 
consideration has been received (typically a 
payment), the law would recognize that the 
user’s dependence on the software substitutes 
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for that consideration, so that in practical 
terms the license couldn’t be revoked (p. 56). 
 More fascinating for Open Source devel-
opers is the discussion of joint works versus 
collective works: if developers agree among 
themselves (contract) to undertake a project, 
then as owners they can each license the 
entire joint work to others as they individually 
see fit; if there’s no such contract, the work is 
a collective work (a collection of unmodified 
pieces), each of which is under its author’s 
respective license. Most Open Source projects 
are joint works, and generally speaking 
Rosen sees no reason for the typical project 
to assign copyrights rather than retain them 
individually. In the case of a collective work, 
the collector is the author and can license and 
distribute it, but only if he has a distribution 
license from the authors of the constituent 
pieces.
 Neither joint nor collective works are 
derivative works. A derivative work is a new 
work that’s based on a pre-existing work. The 
author of a derivative work can license and 
distribute the derivative work provided he 
has a license for the pre-existing work that 
gives him the right to create a derivative work 
and distribute that derivative work. These 
distinctions are of crucial importance to 
Rosen’s views on the Free Software Founda-
tion’s interpretation of the GPL.
 The heart of his book, however, is Rosen’s 
relentless categorization of licenses into 
types such as template licenses (Apache, 
BSD, MPL) that can be used by others simply 
by changing the name and the most impor-
tant division, academic versus reciprocal 
licenses. Briefly, academic licenses originated 
at institutions of higher learning (Berke-
ley, MIT) and sought to provide the widest 
possible distribution for the software they 
cover; there are no real restrictions on its 
use, rewriting, and dissemination. Recipro-
cal licenses (most famously the GPL) require 
that anyone distributing the software offer 
the source code for the entire work as it’s 
distributed, including all the changes. Rosen 
regards academic/reciprocal as the heart 
of the software freedom that is most likely 
to lead to rapid technological advance and 
increased productivity for everyone.
 To promote this software freedom, Rosen 
has developed Five Principles of Open Source 
Software. Although he modestly calls them a 
convenience for the reader, they really have 
wider application and deserve wider dissemi-
nation. As stated briefly on the cover, these 

principles hold that “Open Source licensees 
are free to:

 “Use Open Source software for any  
purpose,

 Make and distribute copies,
 Create and distribute derivative works,
 Access and use the combined source  

code Combine Open Source and other 
software.”

 It’s worth examining how Rosen’s extensive 
experience with Open Source licensing and 
the OSI and his study of the development of 
these licenses led him to his Five Principles 
and the two new licenses he introduces in 
his book. From the point-of-view of lawyers 
and businessmen (who engage lawyers to 
ensure the legality of their actions), Open 
Source licenses originally lacked provisions 
and protection for important IP areas such as 
a clear chain of licensing, trademark protec-
tion, patent defense, and standards.
 Rosen develops the term chain of licensing 
from real estate’s “chain of title,” which must 
be proved for a property to change hands. 
For software it describes the ownership of a 
derivative work of OSS; what the latest modi-
fier is allowed to do depends on whether 
he has a license to do it from the copyright 
holders of the work he modifies. Most Open 
Source projects simply point to a place where 
a license can be obtained, but don’t bother to 
grant it specifically. It’s often hard to deter-
mine exactly what software is covered by a 
license thanks to its vague language, such as 
the MIT license’s reference to “this software.” 
As a consequence, the cautious developer or 
company needs to explore the whole chain of 
licenses to determine exactly what’s covered 
and under what license.
 The GPL deals with this problem by grant-
ing all licenses directly from the copyright 
holder; but this solution is awkward because 
it doesn’t provide for sublicensing, which 
would constitute a clear chain of licensing 
from original author to latest modifier. A 
number of licenses don’t address the problem 
at all because they neither use the GPL ap-
proach nor provide explicitly for sublicensing. 
 Notice that there are different solutions to 
securing the original right to license soft-
ware: The Free Software Foundation requires 
that copyrights on anything contributed to 
its projects be turned over and become its 
property so it has clear title and the right to 
license the software. The Apache Software 

Foundation (ASF), on the other hand, leaves 
the copyrights with the contributors, and re-
quires only a license from the contributor so 
the ASF can distribute the contributed code 
under the Apache license.
 This chain of licensing is central to another 
issue that businesses have with Open Source 
software: the usual Open Source disclaimers 
of any warranties and liability. This approach 
works in a narrow community focused most-
ly on internal software development, but as 
Open Source becomes commercial, the ques-
tion of software provenance, warranty for 
that provenance, and liability for falsely as-
serting that warranty become burning issues. 
Understand that warranties and liabilities 
only for the provenance of the code aren’t 
enough; there must be an assurance that the 
licensed code doesn’t infringe any copyright 
or patent. As software companies know, the 
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copyright part is easy; the patent part is the 
devil. In the absence of a patent warranty the 
recipient of any code must either do his own 
due diligence or buy insurance (and yes, that 
niche is being filled initially by the start-up 
Open Source Risk Management, Inc.). The 
Mozilla Public License (MPL) was the first to 
address the patent defense question, and a 
few others have followed suit.
 Finally, trademark protection isn’t provided 
for in a number of licenses. The Apache 
license was the first to cover that: one can’t 
distribute modified Apache code and call it 
Apache; only software downloaded directly 
from the Apache project (or exact copies of it) 
can call itself Apache.
 Having been diligent about the license, the 
software provenance and chain of licensing, 
and the warranty and liability questions, a 
developer who wishes to modify Open Source 
code comes to the Big Question: Under what 
license(s) can the resultant software be is-
sued? Are any of the licenses compatible with 
each other? This is the toughest question in 
the book, and before we get very far into it, 
we need to take a look at how we ended up in 
this situation.

The Ancient Legacy
 Outsiders might think otherwise, but Free 
or Open Source software has been around 
a long time. The Free Software Foundation 
and its GNU General Public License go back 
to 1985, Linux first emerged on the Internet 
in 1992, and the Open Source Initiative (from 
which Open Source software takes its name) 
was formed in 1998. In terms of the speed 
of technological development, particularly 
Open Source, this is a long time. Unfortu-
nately the two institutions called into being 
to promote Free and Open Source software 
have lagged behind. While neither needs to 
be abolished, they both need reform.

Open Source Initiative
 The Open Source Initiative was started to 
overcome the business community’s mistrust 
of Free software, which came from the 
manifesto at the top of the GPL and clearly 
indicated that the Free Software Foundation 
hoped proprietary software (binary-only) 
would eventually disappear (explicitly in 
www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-free.html). 
Recognizing that Linux would never become 
mainstream as long as business was allergic 
to the GPL, the OSI was formed to evangelize 
the benefits of source code availability, and 

to point out that there were other licenses 
besides the GPL, licenses that allowed Open 
Source software to be combined with propri-
etary software.
 Although the Open Source promotion 
campaign had no budget to speak of, it was 
a major impetus in moving Linux into the 
mainstream of business and enshrining the 
term Open Source so deeply in the language 
that most people stopped capitalizing it. But 
OSI went from evangelism to ecclesiasti-
cism, and in becoming a rival to the narrow 
Free Software Foundation ended up as the 
cathedral where software licenses are blessed. 
Its Open Source Definition (OSD), ostensibly 
adopted because it “spells out the essential 
qualities of Open Source software,” evolved 
from being a guide to being a Decalogue 
that determined what was and wasn’t Open 
Source (www.opensource.org/docs/defini-
tion.php). The OSI regretted that the term 
“Open Source” couldn’t be trademarked and 
turned into a brand, so it sought other means 
of control. “Since the community needs a 
reliable way of knowing whether a piece of 
software really is Open Source,” it decided, 
“OSI is registering a certification mark, OSI 
Certified, for this purpose.” It was meant to 
mark software “distributed under an OSI-ap-
proved license.”
 In its short life, OSI has managed – with 
limited resources and enthusiastic volunteer 
help – to approve nearly 60 software licenses, 
which has merely confused the very industry 
that it’s been trying to convert to Open Source 
software. 
 The tension between openness and cen-
tralization in OSI is also reflected in how li-
censes are approved and disapproved. There 
is a discussion list where the merits and 
failings of candidate licenses are discussed, 
but approval isn’t reached there. The new 
Sun license for Open Source Solaris never 
appeared there. Presumably the OSI board 
makes the decision because there appears to 
be no decision committee. The board has five 
members; three of them are employees of 
Sun, IBM, and Red Hat (and two new OSI at-
torneys have just been added). There is no list 
of rejected licenses, and no reasons given for 
why they were rejected, leading the uniniti-
ated to believe that any license or software 
that doesn’t have the OSI certification mark 
isn’t Open Source. Adding exclusivity and 
secrecy to licensing proliferation is a poor 
way to promote the Open Source message of 
freedom and do it yourself.

 But there’s hope OSI will change. It has 
tweaked its Open Source Definition over 10 
times, which shows a capacity for adapt-
ing and improving. More significantly, 
among the many licenses it has approved 
are Rosen’s OSL and AFL, which could crack 
the current logjam between proprietary and 
Open Source software. Tellingly, perhaps, the 
content of OSI’s Web site is covered by both 
licenses. Take your pick. It only remains now  
for the board to quietly retire the Open 
Source Definition and adopt Rosen’s Five 
Principles in their place, and recover its 
original evangelism by drawing the world’s 
attention to Rosen’s OSL and AFL licenses.

The Advantages of Rosen’s Five 
Principles and His New Licenses
 Rosen’s Five Principles incorporate the 
spirit of the Open Source Definition, and 
memorialize the virtues of brevity, both in 
number and wording, simplicity of expres-
sion (as opposed to the restrictive detail of the 
OSD), and the force of legal experience and 
opinion. The licenses themselves are concise 
and address all the legal problems that Open 
Source software faces in a world of sharp-
eyed managers and attorneys. The Principles 
shouldn’t provoke long debates about their 
exact meaning the way the Open Source 
Definition does.
 So far academic licenses (such as BSD, 
MIT) and reciprocal licenses (such as GPL) 
have gone down separate paths. Rosen’s 
Open Source License (OSL) and his Aca-
demic Free License (AFL) share most of 
their wording to cross-pollinate between 
the two categories and clarify the differ-
ences between them.  
 Each addresses issues of great concern to 
business and attorneys. Both deal straight-
forwardly with many issues neglected in 
Open Source licenses: trademarks, patents, 
contracts versus bare licenses, provenance 
(the chain of licensing), warranty, and ap-
plication service provider (ASP) software, 
while continuing the traditions of academic 
and reciprocal licensing.
 They differ only in the OSL’s demand for 
reciprocity; otherwise:
• Both are unilateral contracts: the licensor 

makes promises and sets conditions that 
must be met for the licensee to enforce the 
promise.

• Both require software distributors to “make 
a reasonable effort...to obtain express con-
sent” to the licensing terms.
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• Both cover all five rights under copyright – to make copies, prepare 
derivative works, distribute those copies and derivative works, and 
in the case of content to perform publicly (music, drama) or display 
publicly (art). 

• Both grant patent licenses for the original software.

Both expressly:
• Let “you” use the software; the definition of “you” includes corporate 

entities.
• Let authors license the work under other licenses besides OSL/AFL.
• Require that copyright/patent/trademark notices be retained in a 

work.
• Warrant provenance of the work (the licensor warrants that he has the 

right to license to you) and disclaim other warranties (the software is 
accepted AS IS).

 Both require that appropriate documentation accompany the source 
code (just as in a software escrow agreement).
 Both let copyright law and courts define what a “derivative work” is, 
bringing a long legal tradition to bear on Open Source software.
 An easy way to tell the licenses apart is to remember Rosen’s distinc-
tion between academic licenses (maximum freedom of reuse) and 
reciprocal licenses (you must share the modifications and all the  
source code if you distribute or modify the software). He makes this  
distinction by changing the wording in the OSL and the AFL in only  
two places:
• The OSL requires that all copies of the original work and the deriva-

tive works be distributed under the OSL.
• The OSL adds a definition of external deployment embracing all 

distribution, even if the original or derivative work is “made available 
as an application intended for use over a computer network.” The 
definition of “you” in both licenses makes clear that distribution in-
side a company is not the kind of distribution that would invoke the 
reciprocity clause in the OSL, but its “network” language also makes 
it clear that a company can’t modify OSL-covered software and then 
make its available as ASP to people outside the company.

 The simplicity and elegance of these licenses attest to Rosen’s years 
of experience, and the attention given to ASP distribution in the OSL, 
derived from the ASP provision in the RealNetworks Public Source 
Licenses (http://opensource.org/licenses/real.php), solves the problem 
that the FSF has spent years wrestling with in trying to finish GPL 3.0.

Toward GNU GPL 3.0
 An outmoded GPL is the reason why business has trouble ac-
cepting Open Source software. It hampers adoption because of its 
polemics and its idiosyncratic interpretation of copyright law. It’s so 
hard to understand that the FSF holds seminars for lawyers to explain 
it to them, and presumably to explain its views on copyright law. The 
FSF has been trying for years to write a new version of the GPL that 
will reduce circumventions, match previous versions seamlessly, and 
take new software technologies and practices into account. But these 
stumbling blocks could be overcome and the Free Software Founda-
tion could achieve its dream of software freedom (http://www.gnu.
org/philosophy/shouldbefree.html) while assuring wider use of 
software covered by the GPL and its invalid sister, the LGPL. Actually, 
the redundant LGPL could be eliminated.

 The FSF licenses share the shortcomings of numerous Open 
Source licenses, compounded by the foundation’s rigid refusal to 
accept licenses such as the Apache license as being compatible 
with the GPL. It rejects Apache’s acceptance of trademark law (the 
Apache trademark can’t be used without permission if the soft-
ware is modified) and its patent language. 
 The long list of licenses found to be incompatible with the GPL 
(http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/license-list.html) necessarily limits 
the combination of GPL software with much Open Source software. 
As a result, business users remain skeptical of using software under 
the FSF licenses. The GPL’s preferential terms for “noncommercial 
distribution” add further unease because the term “noncommercial” 
isn’t defined. These features (or defects) of the GPL drag on the adop-
tion of Open Source software.
 The root of the problem lies in the FSF’s attitude toward derivative 
works, which it doesn’t distinguish from collective works. Treating 
collective works as derivative works is part of the FSF’s strategy for 
pulling proprietary software into the Free camp by requiring a GPL 
license for any software that links to GPL’d software. 
 The simplest demonstration of this policy is its exception, the 
LGPL. The LGPL is the FSF’s pact with the devil. The foundation 
wanted the GNU C library (glibc) to be widely used so it devised 
what was called the Library General Public License so proprietary 
software could link to glibc. It then disparaged the license and 
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started calling it the Lesser General Public 
License, recommending that it be avoided 
(http://www.gnu.org/licenses/why-not-
lgpl.html). The idea was to unlock propri-
etary software. 
 Its overreaching zeal has led the FSF into 
the legally untenable ground of forbidding 
un-GPL’d software to be linked to GPL’d soft-
ware. It’s time for the FSF to align itself with 
copyright law on derivative works. Its defini-
tion of a derivative work is a fork with copy-
right law, a fork that needs to be repaired. 
 Rosen is too polite to call for replacing the 
FSF licenses with his own, but in Chapter 
6 of his book entitled “Reciprocity and the 
GPL,” he makes certain observations:
1. The FSF’s refusal to incorporate out-

side improvements in the GPL and 
its denouncing them as “restrictions” 
handicaps the GPL with the courts. “Their 
avoidance of restrictions,” he writes, “has 
delayed the adoption of new and use-
ful licensing concepts for Open Source 
software.” (p. 106). These “restrictions” 
include items such as clear grants of pat-
ent licenses.

2. The FSF’s language about software 
“containing” GPL’d software tries to turn 
collective works into derivative works, 
and is contrary to the usual interpretation 
of copyright law (p. 114).

3. The FSF’s language varies from simply 
untrue to inept. The GPL mandate that 
“you must give the recipients all the rights 
that you have,” Rosen says, “is unneces-
sarily frightening and is not true” because 
you still have the right to give the work to 
others (p. 111). He calls the foundation’s 
provisions for linking to LGPL’d code “an 
impenetrable maze of technobabble” (p. 
124).

4. The FSF’s ideas about linking to GPL’d 
software (to wit, items 2 and 3 above) 
conflict with copyright law and practice 
to such an extent that the LGPL is unnec-
essary because a user who doesn’t modify 
GPL’d software and simply incorporates 
it in a collective work and distributes it is 
well within copyright law. This means that 
one can link to GPL’d software and dis-
tribute the collective work. If the software 
has a use, simply using it is permitted 
under copyright law.

 The FSF’s unwillingness or inability to 
make the GPL/LGPL licenses conform to 
copyright law and modern software licens-

ing practices under that law will eventually 
lead it into disrepute. So far it has been 
scrupulous about avoiding the courts and 
relies on quiet persuasion escalating to loud 
public indignation to pressure infringers to 
conform to its policies. And so far it’s been 
successful. But its reputation for ferocious 
fanaticism frightens away not only those 
who abuse the GPL, but those who can’t 
come to terms with its interpretation of 
the GPL. By holding that a collective work 
is actually a derivative work (and therefore 
violates the GPL) it invites gradual and, 
ultimately, wholesale violations of the GPL, 
and makes it increasing difficulty to decide 
which cases are defensible and which to 
ignore so its ideas won’t be exposed to adju-
dication.
 In cases where the FSF isn’t the copyright 
holder, and so lacks standing in court, the 
actual copyright holder would face the 
same decisions before bringing an infringe-
ment suit. The hardest case would involve 
the distribution of binary software linked to 
unmodified GPL’d software. You can bet that 
the GPL would be found invalid because it’s 
ambiguous – courts favor licensees if the 
licensor hasn’t written a clear license – and 
because it clearly misinterprets copyright 
law. Rosen believes that the courts would 
find in favor of the GPL’s restrictions on de-
rivative works, but not on collective works. 
 The GPL would be exposed as a paper 
tiger because it’s been stretched too far in 
trying to kill off proprietary software. No 
one in the Open Source world wants an 
archetypal Open Source license to be legally 
repudiated. The sensible thing to do would 
be for the FSF to adopt Rosen’s Open Source 
License, and for everyone who has put out 
software under the GPL to relicense it under 
the OSL.
 The FSF knows that the current version of 
the GPL has problems, but doesn’t recog-
nize these problems. It’s bothered by the 
way object-oriented programming and ASP 
applications evade its intentions. It’s been 
secretly working for years now (outsiders 
aren’t allowed to see the drafts) on a 3.0 
version of the GPL trying to fix its perceived 
problems while keeping it consistent with 
the two previous versions. It thinks all of its 
problems result from its efforts to keep code 
free in the sense that received source code 
must never be distributed (modified or 
not) in binary-only form; source code must 
always be available (that is, free).

 The FSF could solve all of its real prob-
lems in one stroke. It could clear up its 
anomalous stand on derivative works and 
encourage the wider use of free software by 
ceasing to frighten potential users (suppli-
ers of software for OEM use must now war-
rant that there’s no GPL’d software in their 
package), and still keep the source code 
“free.” Its source code availability require-
ment is what Rosen calls reciprocity, and 
the easiest solution would be for the FSF 
to replace the GPL and LGPL with the OSL 
for all the software it holds the copyrights 
on, and encourage parties using its older 
licenses to relicense under the OSL. The 
FSF would gain respect, avoid the inevitable 
court struggle, and promote the spread and 
creation of free software. Acknowledging 
that it’s legal under copyright law for GPL’d 
libraries to be called by proprietary software 
would accelerate the business use of Open 
Source software and increase software 
productivity (http://oetrends.com/news.
php?action=view_record&idnum=388). 
 The FSF may have a chance to make this 
move. It rejected an earlier version of the 
OSL as incompatible with the GPL, but it has 
yet to speak to version 2. But since it doesn’t 
hold the copyrights on most GPL software, 
its approval of the OSL, while desirable, isn’t 
necessary. Copyright holders could simply 
re-license from the GPL to the OSL. Bold 
parties who want to call the APIs of GPL’d 
software could simply exercise their rights 
under copyright law and see who objects in 
court. Open Source software is far past the 
hobbyist and enthusiast stage and, as many 
of its creators and proponents have dreamed, 
it’s spreading in wider circles of freedom and 
productivity around the world.
 Now that the OSI and FSF have recently 
changed their leadership, it would be a 
good time for both to catch up with the 
rapidly moving world around them. The OSI 
needs to move away from license prolifera-
tion to its original evangelical purpose, this 
time emphasizing Rosen’s Five Principles 
and the OSL and AFL. The FSF needs to fig-
ure out that its problem isn’t reciprocity; it’s 
the GPL, and it needs to move to the OSL.
 The great service Rosen’s book performs 
isn’t just explaining Open Source licensing, 
copyrights, patents, and standards; it’s in 
offering the evidence and opportunity to 
make the great leap forward in the propaga-
tion and use of Open Source software.    
LINUXWORLD MAGAZINE WWW.LINUXWORLD.COM
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SHOW REPORT

LinuxWorld Expo
Round-Up Boston B Y  M A R K  R .  H I N K L E

The Award Winners
 The “Best of Show” award, which recog-
nizes the best total industry solution, went to 
Mambo 4.5.1, not some corporate goliath like 
IBM or Intel but a community project Mambo 
CMS (http://www.mamboserver.com/), 
which gained accolades for its innovative use 
of the open source LAMP technologies (Linux, 
Apache, MySQL, PHP). The powerful but 
easy-to-use Mambo is a content management 
system. Its small 10-by-10 booth was manned 
by a couple of volunteers, no marketing guys 
or salesmen, and no one was doing a hard 
sell. Mambo’s selling point is that it’s simply 
enthusiastic about the product, which has 
been deployed worldwide by thousands of 
businesses. 

 The LinuxWorld awards were divided into 
14 product categories; the LinuxWorld Product 
Excellence Awards represent major areas of 
innovation in Linux and Open Source.
• Best Data Backup or Storage Solution: Bak-

Bone Software for NetVault 
• Best Integration Solution: Alacos for Linux 

Migration Agent Network Server Edition 
• Best Database Solution: Versora for Progres-

sion DB 
• Best Security Solution: Novell for Novell 

Nsure 
• Best Desktop/Productivity/Business Applica-

tion: Kirix Corporation for Kirix Strata 
• Best Utility/Grid Computing Solution: Vir-

tual Iron Software for Virtual Iron VFe 
• Best Server: Rackable Systems for C4002 

four-way Opteron solution 
• Best Messaging Solution: Scalix for Scalix 9.2 
• Most Innovative Hardware Solution: 

Advanced Micro Devices (AMD) for Opteron 
Model x52 processors 

• Best Clustering Solution: HP for HP Virtual 
Server Environment 

• Best Open Source Solution: Mambo for 
Mambo 4.5.1a 

• Best Embedded Solution: Tall Maple Systems 
for Samara 

• Best Systems Management Tools: Novell foe 
ZENworks 6.5 Linux Management 

• Best Application Development Platform or 
Tool: Activestate for Komodo 3.1 X2 

 There were new faces among the winners 
including two Windows-to-Linux migration 
specialists, Versora (www.versora.com) and Al-
acos (www.alacos.com). It seems like demand 
in Open Source these days is for migration. 
Those that have jumped on the Linux/Open 
Source bandwagon are looking for vendors 
and products that help transition from one 
platform to the other. 

LinuxWorld Speakers 
 I had a chance to speak with two of the 
LinuxWorld’s keynote speakers, John Swainson, 
the new CEO of Computer Associates, and 
Martin Fink, HP’s top Linux exec. They share 
thoughts on Linux. Both were matter-of-fact 
about the value of Linux in the enterprise and 
Swainson called Linux the logical choice for 
the Web infrastructure. Gone is the rhetoric 
about Linux being “good enough” that I’d heard 
at the last few shows. Swainson started his 
keynote by mentioning the January 31 issue of 
BusinessWeek with Linus Torvalds on the cover. 
He said that LinuxWorld underscored the fact 
that the Open Source community as a critical 
component of the IT industry was axiomatic. 
He also pointed out that Linux was making its 
way into everything from Motorola cell phones, 
Mitsubishi robots, and eBay servers to NASA 
space shuttle simulations and was the platform 
the hit movie “Shark Tales” was rendered on. 

Martin Fink – VP of Linux, HP
 Martin Fink’s position was that Linux on its 
own is no longer the center of attention, that it’s 
no longer a matter of when it will be “ready,” it’s 
already here all over the enterprise. He said the 
next step is to focus on Open Source applica-
tions. He cited mySQL and JBOSS as examples 
of leveraging Open Source in business. Fink 
went on to say, “We did Linux, we did the Inter-
net, and the edge of the network as proof-of-
concept. It’s no longer about the OS, it’s about 

 The Birkenstocks and beards where mothballed this year as the new guard entered 

LinuxWorld Expo in button-down shirts and ties and the occasional Brooks Brothers suit.  

This year’s LinuxWorld was all about business or at least that’s the message IDG, the  

conference producer, tried to convey when it promoted the event held for the first time in 

Boston’s Hynes Convention Center. The main hall was filled, with booths from Red Hat and 

Novell butting up against a pavilion staffed by IBMers in their familiar blue. The .Org pavilion 

was relegated to the back of a side hall behind a monstrous Intel booth. Though the  

corporate presence was somewhat overwhelming community projects unseated powerhouses 

for best-in-show honors and Open Source projects like the Linux Terminal Server Project  

(www.ltsp.org) and newcomers like Virtual Iron (www.virtualiron.com) sparked interest.
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moving up, and penetrating the stack.” He 
used the analogy of how the airlines have been 
reinventing their business model with low-cost 
carriers and customer service initiatives. He 
figures that enterprise software needs to start 
reinventing itself by focusing on value-added 
services, not proprietary technology. 
 On the subject of new trends and important 
topics, Fink claimed that Linux is defining 
the new blade server architecture. He’s seeing 
high-volume use of Linux on blades, which 
leads to his interest in virtualization, where the 
old focus on processing power has been giving 
way to maximizing utilization. That’s why HP is 
interested in Xen (http://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/Re-
search/SRG/netos/xen/). It’s no longer a matter 
of adding more processors but utilizing com-
puter processing. Mr. Fink said, “What we don’t 
want to see is the VM layer being controlled by 
any one company. It’s important that Xen make 
it into the kernel so companies like Red Hat and 
Novell can both take advantage of it easily.” 
 He also said that the patents are part of the 
real world and compared them to paying taxes 
– it’s okay to hate them but their part of the 
way the world works. He said he was afraid the 
Open Source license glut might cause a “com-
patibility matrix from hell.” He wants to call 
attention to the problem. He personally prefers 
BSD and the GPL and wants to see the number 
of Open Sources licenses shrink.

John Swainson –  
CEO, Computer Associates 
 John Swainson noted that Linux had made 

itself from the fringes of the technology world to 
the main stage in a short 14 years. He refer-
enced the fact that Open Source had tapped 
into a powerful set of global social, political and 
economic drivers. He highlighted the success of 
Mexico where 140,000 elementary and middle 
schools deferred a $124 million investment in 
proprietary software for a $50 for a pair of instal-
lation CDs and a manual. Swainson said Open 
Source was a viable and cost-effective alternative 
to proprietary solutions and to prove it noted 
that 1,200 branches of the Chinese post office 
recently picked Linux as the basis of their auto-
mation system. Mr. Swainson mentioned two 
German Linux migrations, the city of Munich 
and the German National Railway. The first is 
possibly the most notorious Linux desktop mi-
gration in the world and the second the largest. 
He said one thing that Munich did was quantify 
the barriers to Linux migration while German 
National Railway was an example of how 55,000 
users had moved to Linux for Lotus Notes. 
 He talked about today’s buying climate 
where customers are very conservative and 
want a return on every dollar invested in IT 
infrastructure. At the same time, IT innova-
tion is exploding. Computer Associates wants 
to support and ultimately manage these new 
technologies. 
 One statement that Swainson made rang 
particularly clear. “Open Source,” he said, “is 
no longer a philosophical or religious choice. 
We believe it can become a viable part of the IT 
infrastructure.” What he said might have been 
the theme of this February’s LinuxWorld. 

Linux Appliances Are Hot
 One traditional criticism of Linux has been 
ease-of-use, along with the need for a new set 
of IT skills to administer Linux systems. But the 
new trend is in embedded Linux devices that 
have been pre-configured and comes with a 
Web interface to administer them. Their low 
learning curve and limited development costs 
make them attractive.
 Astaro (www.astaro.com) announced a line 
of Astaro Security Gateway Appliances for 
small and medium enterprises. These devices 
host six key security applications – firewall, 
VPN gateway, intrusion protection, gateway 
anti-virus, and URL content filtering. CEO 
Jan Hichert says that while Astaro is a small 
company it’s increasing its distribution for the 
devices. Novell has signed on to OEM its Secu-
rity Manager (http://www.novell.com/prod-
ucts/security manager/).
 David Ting, CTO of Imprivata (www.
imprivata.com), exhibited as a Novell partner 
hawking his single sign-on device, which, likes 
Astaro, leverages Linux at its core to provide 
a single authentication point for enterprise 
users. The device offers a single checkpoint 
for controlling user authentication data. Data 
security has taken on a higher profile lately 
since HIPAA and Sarbanes Oxley has legislated 
due diligence with data. 
 Linux is being used to solve business prob-
lems that are independent of the operating 
system. If companies use Linux as a develop-
ment platform, they can spend their resources 
developing their core products rather than li-
censing operating systems or developing them 
from scratch. For the end user, this leveraged 
product development helps provide high-qual-
ity products at lower cost. 

Round-Up
 LinuxWorld is now a place to go and find 
business solutions that are coincidentally 
based on Linux. Attendees were there to find 
out how they could leverage Linux. The pro-
gram has turned to the practical uses of Linux. 
There was still the odd bit of fun like the Sun 
gaming challenge co-sponsored by AMD.  
Sun and AMD execs and Linux pundits and 
Linux community leaders squared off on Op-
teron-based Java workstations. Overall I believe 
this LinuxWorld opened a new chapter in the 
semi-annual convention where the IT users 
from all levels of enterprises will find more 
efficient and cost-effective solutions for their 
needs.    
LINUXWORLD MAGAZINE WWW.LINUXWORLD.COM
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Q & A

Promoting  
Open Source Solutions
An interview with John Weathersby I N T E R V I E W  B Y  M A R I A  W I N S L O W

LWM: There are several advocacy groups for 
Open Source – how is your mission different? 
John Weathersby: There are many really 
strong organizational groups at work in the 
Open Source Community. Each of which 
targets various segments and factions of the 
overall marketplace, such as standards, policy, 
licensing, education, desktop, lobbying, etc.
 Our mission at the Open Source Software 
Institute is to promote the development and 
implementation of Open Source solutions in 
the U.S. public sector. We work with federal, 
state, and municipal government agencies, as 
well as academic entities.
 Since OSSI’s inception in 2001, our primary 
focus in the federal market has been the U.S. 
Department of Defense (DOD). The reasoning 
behind this is that the DOD is the largest pur-
chaser and user of IT products and services in 
the world. As such, we believe that by helping 
the DOD to adopt and utilize Open Source, it 
will have a tremendous, long-term impact on 
the overall IT industry and community.

LWM: What can you tell us about the Open 
Source software adoption in the DOD?
Weathersby: There are a great many Open 
Source systems in use in DOD agencies. 
There are numerous studies and estimates, 
but I don’t think anyone can provide a de-
finitive count on the total number of Open 
Source programs currently running inside 
DOD. It’s too big and too diverse.

 That in itself is both a blessing and a chal-
lenge for us. As you would imagine, the military 
has stringent guidelines and policies that regu-
late the formal usage and adoption of software.
 However, Open Source, being the ubiqui-
tous creature that it is, has found a place in 
many programs because technically it works, 
economically it’s feasible, and from a licensing 
perspective, it’s not prohibitive.
 So practically, it’s in play, but formally it’s 
just now being recognized as a viable solution. 
Its adoption rate was faster and more dynamic 
that anyone could have ever imagined.
 As we’ve seen in the adoption of Open 
Source in the corporate world, so goes the 
story in the government. There are some agen-
cies that recognize the benefits and potential, 
embrace it, and try to learn how to manage 

and leverage this new technology. Others wait 
for it to mature.
 We’ve been extremely fortunate to have 
found leaders in the Department of the Navy’s 
command structure who have been willing to 
examine the use of open source objectively in 
their existing systems and to explore ways to 
leverage these benefits into other areas of their 
enterprise.

LWM: The ROI study you did with the U.S. 
Navy is one of your better-known efforts. 
Can you talk a little about that?
Weathersby: The first study that we did in 
conjunction with the U.S. Navy was in the 
form of a Cooperative Research and Devel-
opment Agreement (CRADA). We worked 
with the Naval Oceanographic Office (NAVO-
CEANO) based at the Stennis Space Center 
on the Mississippi Gulf Coast.
 The CRADA was an opportunity for us, as 
representatives of the Open Source industry, to 
work directly with a branch of the Navy to help 
them identify where and how they were using 
various Open Source programs and solutions.
 The study was initiated in October of 2001 
and formally concluded in October of 2004. 
From a technical perspective, the study docu-
mented numerous areas where Open Source 
was adopted in the NAVOCEANO system.Most 
of the instances involved Open Source pro-
grams that replaced older end-of-life programs, 
as well as unique applications developed inter-
nally to meet specific NAVOCEANO needs.
 The Open Source alternatives were adopt-
ed because, as I said, technically they work, 
there were no proprietary licensing elements 
to prevent their adoption, and since most of 
the programs were openly available, dollars 
could be applied to other programs.
 The study included a TCO/ROI component 
that helped highlight the economic benefits 
NAVOCEANO had realized. In one instance 
where a proprietary shipboard Unix system 
was replaced with Linux, NAVOCEANO real-
ized a nearly 9X savings.

 The Open Source Software Institute is an advocacy group with a mission to 

promote Open Source software in government. We caught up with executive director 

John Weathersby to tell us more.

John Weathersby 
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Open Source Software Institute
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 A copy of the CRADA reports are available on our Web site. [See http://
oss-institute.org/NCRADA-01-008-ExecSum-081303-publicrelease.pdf]

LWM: You now have a new effort underway with the Navy that takes 
Open Source a step further. What are the plans? 
Weathersby: We recently entered into a second CRADA with the Navy 
that will drill down into more specific areas. These include business sys-
tems analysis, Web and network services, scientific and mission-oriented 
computing, and policy. We also have more information on the Web site 
about this.
 We are currently pulling together all of the team members that will 
work on this project.

LWM: Do you expect to see other advances for Open Source in the fed-
eral government based on the work OSSI is doing with the Navy?
Weathersby: I can assure you that Open Source is alive, well, and grow-
ing in all facets of the government. And it’s not because of anything 
specific that we’re doing. It’s because Open Source represents a robust, 
stable, secure, and manageable development technique.
 And, as Open Source matures, more and more decision makers are 
growing comfortable with the concept and image of adopting Open 
Source. It’s getting to the point where government representatives are ask-
ing, “So what’s your Open Source component?” in requests for proposals.
 As far as our work with the Navy, they are working on an official policy 
statement on how they will utilize Open Source. That’s important be-
cause policies, such as this, must be crafted and enacted to help facilitate 
the procurement process.
 We’re also involved with other government and industry partners to 
help obtain government security validation for different Open Source 
programs. Again, this is part of the process that must be addressed for 
Open Source to be formally recognized and adopted in certain govern-
ment circles.

LWM: Can you talk about some other projects you’re working on?
Weathersby: At LinuxWorld in Boston, OSSI published our program 
and activity list for the coming year. [See http://oss-institute.org/me-
dia/OSSI_Program_Overview_web.pdf] Besides our ongoing activities 
with the DOD, we’ve launched a Research Fellowship program to help 
promote and support graduate and professional R&D for Open Source.
 We’re in the process of setting up a National Center for Open Source 
Policy and Research (NCOSPR) that we intend on building into a national 
center of excellence focusing on Open Source.
 We’re also launching a series of professional seminars and conferences 
to promote Open Source in local, state, and federal government com-
munities. And, we’re working with other like-minded organizations from 
around the world to learn from one another and promote our collective 
agendas.

LWM: What are your plans for the next year or so?
Weathersby: Our plans for the future are to continue to support and 
promote the continued development of Open Source in the U.S. public 
sector. I’m confident that we’ll see an acceleration of Open Source adop-
tion in all facets of the government in the next couple of years.
 We have a lot on our plate and will try to grow our programs to best 
meet the needs of those they serve. It’s an exciting time to be in this mar-
ket. We invite all to join in. The best is yet to come.    
LINUXWORLD MAGAZINE WWW.LINUXWORLD.COM
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WICKED COOL LINUX

Loops Within Loops:  
“hilow.sh”
The hi-low game

B Y  D A V E  T A Y L O R

T
he last column addressed  
the challenges of generating  
a reasonably random num- 
ber to enable us to write a  
rudimentary hi-low guessing  
game. After experimenta- 

tion, we settled on using the date com-
mand with some fancy footwork to  
generate a number between 1..x as 
shown here:

toguess="$(expr `date +%S` % 20 + 1)"

 In this case, the result is a quasi-ran-
dom number between 1 and 20. Good 
enough for our game, which involves  
the computer picking a number and  
then you guessing that number. If  
you guess too high, it’ll prompt “lower,”  
and if you guess too low, it indicates 
“higher.” Not quite as complex as  
the shell script implementation of  
Halo 2, but let’s start with something 
manageable.

Basic Looping Structures
 The core looping structure of the  

hi-low game is a while loop, which  
takes the form:

 while condition

 do

    statements

 done

 The condition is a test statement, 
though use the “[“ shortcut to make it a 
bit cleaner. For this game, I’m going to let 
the player have a maximum of 10 guesses, 
which looks like this:

while [ $guesses -lt 10 ]

do

    statements

done

 The first requirement of the statements 
within this loop is a statement that keeps 

track of how many guesses have been 
entered (which is the same as how many 
times the script has cycled through the 
loop). This is done with the modern shell 
$(( )) math notation:

guesses=$(( $guesses + 1 ))

 If you’re running a crufty old shell, it 
might toss up on that statement (even 
though it’s the Posix way of doing things). 
If so, just replace it with the old fashioned 
statement

 guesses= "$(expr $guesses + 1)"

 The other statement blocks required 
are user input and a conditional test  
sequence.

Reading User Input
 You already know that echo is the 
standard method of having shell scripts 
produce output, but might not know that 
read is the equivalent for input. Further, 
since it’s nice to have the prompt for 
input on the same line as the cursor when 
you’re asking for the user to type some-
thing in, it’s useful to add the “-n” flag to 
echo. The prompt and input look like this:

echo -n "Guess? "

read answer

 Notice that this is the only time when 
you’ll reference a shell variable without 
the “$” prefix: if you tried read $answer 
you’d get an error.

Testing User Input
 There are a number of different ways to 
test the guess against the secret value, but 
I just use a simple if-then-else sequence 

 If the print gods are with us, this time, after seven previous columns,  

we’ll finally have a shell script that you can type in and experiment with.  

Imagine!
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for clarity:

if [ $answer -eq $toguess ]

then

    echo "Got it!  Guesses = $guesses"

    exit 0

elif [ $answer -lt $toguess ]

then

    echo "higher"

else

    echo "lower"

fi

 Again, this should be straightforward: 
if they’ve guessed the correct value, 
output a success message, show how 
many guesses it took, and exit the script. 
Otherwise, if the answer is too low, sug-
gest “higher,” and if it’s too high, suggest 
“lower.”

Putting It All Together
 Those are all the pieces; let’s put it all 

together in a single listing:

#!/bin/sh

toguess="$(expr `date +%S` % 20 + 1)"

guesses=1

while [ $guesses -lt 10 ]

do

  echo -n "Guess? "

  read answer

  if [ $answer -eq $toguess ]

  then

    echo "Got it!  Guesses = $guesses"

    exit 0

  elif [ $answer -lt $toguess ]

  then

    echo "higher"

  else

    echo "lower"

  fi

  guesses=$(( $guesses + 1 ))

done

echo "Too many guesses. Number was 

$toguess"

exit 0

 And, since this is a family magazine, 
let’s have a quick game:

$ sh hilow.sh 

Guess? 10

higher

Guess? 15

higher

Guess? 17

higher

Guess? 19

lower

Guess? 18

Got it!  Guesses = 5

 There we go! Try modifying this script 
yourself to learn more about script-
ing. One simple change: make the game 
harder by having the range of guesses be 
1–100 (or more!) or make it really frus-
trating by changing the number every 
five guesses, but still only allow a fixed 
number of guesses.    
LINUXWORLD MAGAZINE WWW.LINUXWORLD.COM

 The Total Cost of Ownership of a PC in the public sector  
is a fraction of what it is for their private counterparts. Public 
sector organizations often get discounted and donated soft-ware, 
volunteer administrators, and typically have lower ser-vice-level 
expectations. However, Linux can still offer the public sector radi-
cal cost savings , particularly on larger deployments. 
 Linux’s key strength is its ability to offer custom-tailored solu-
tions on top of a shared code base. On the server side, thousands 
of Open Source communities have sprung up to address specific 
shared needs. As building custom tailored desktop linux install 
CDs gets easier, we’ll see a similar flourishing of both Open 
Source and commercial desktop solutions in the coming years. 
It’s this kind of bundled solution without multi-vendor licensing 
complexities that enables both the “better house” and “half the 
price”. The complete solution model leapfrogs Windows’ ap-
proach where each organization independently buys the pieces 
of their desktop solution from the nine or 10 ISVs relevant to their 
industry. 

 
 By way of example, it’s common in government, libraries,  
and schools to make PCs available for public use. These PCs 
require a custom locked-down desktop, virus and spyware  
protection, privacy protection, Internet filtering, and usage  
reporting in addition to the usual desktop applications. Build-
ing this on Microsoft Windows would require buying, testing,  
and managing software from at least 10 separate vendors.  
The integration effort alone drives IT costs through the roof, 
whereas on Linux you can get this custom environment  
with a single out-of-the-box install CD (http://userful.com/ 
discoverstation).
 Government and non-profits are both a sweet spot and a 
proving ground for desktop Linux. Non-profits are traditionally 
slower to adopt new technologies, however, with desktop Linux 
it is actually universities, libraries, schools and governments that 
are leading the charge. There are already many success stories in 
these markets, and their numbers increase daily. Linux is driven 
by freedom - freedom to choose and freedom to innovate. It’s 
natural that organizations founded on the values of freedom, 
community, and equal opportunity are the first to pick up the flag 
and lead the way to a better, more affordable desktop.    
LINUXWORLD MAGAZINE WWW.LINUXWORLD.COM

What Does It Take to Move? 
– continued from page 9

VIEWPOINT

“The first requirement of the statements  
within this loop is a statement that keeps track of  

how many guesses have been entered”  

WICKED COOL LINUX
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BOOK ROOKERY

Unix Advanced  
Visual QuickPro
Installing and configuring useful services

B Y  M A R T I N  C .  B R O W N

Let’s get the important questions out of  
the way first. Are you a bearded sandal 
wearing Unix guru?
 I’d consider myself more of a very 
advanced user and experienced pro-
grammer, although I do have a mous-
tache/goatee (I think that’s called a Van 
Dyke), and I do love to wear sandals when 
weather permits. I don’t look anything like 
rms or esr. :-)

This is your first book, but not the first 
time you’ve been involved in the process. 
Could you tell us how you got involved in 
the project?
 Years ago I was the technical editor and 
a contributing writer for The BeOS Bible  
by Scot Hacker (and me and Henry Bort-
man), also published by Peachpit Press. 
Cliff Colby, an acquisitions editor at 
Peachpit, was hoping to find an advanced 
“sequel” to their Unix Visual QuickStart 
book, and contacted Scot to see if he’d 
like to write it. He’s ultra-busy with work 
and family these days, so he suggested 
contacting me.
 I actually wasn’t going to do it (since 
I’m notoriously busy myself ), but my wife 
convinced me that I’d probably regret it if 
I didn’t do it.
 It was also a great excuse to pick up 
my first Mac OS X system (an iBook that 

I used to write quite a lot of the book) as 
well as some extra RAM and disk for my 
main desktop system. ;-)

Could you tell us about the focus of  
this book?
 Finding a focus for the book was actu-
ally the hardest part of the pre-writing 
phase. Unix is a tremendously broad 
topic, and I had to intentionally shy away 
from some of the fun things that wouldn’t 
be appropriate for a sequel to the Unix 
Visual QuickStart, such as shell program-
ming and version control systems.
 Since the Unix Visual QuickStart is an 
introduction to using Unix, I thought the 
Unix Advanced Visual QuickPro should 
take you to the next step, which would be 
installing and configuring useful services 
such as Web, FTP, OpenSSH, and database 
servers. The target audience of the first 
book is new users who are curious about 
Unix or need to use it, and the target 
audience for the Unix Advanced Visual 
QuickPro is the home “admin” or a junior 
information technologies worker who 
wants to pick up some more advanced 
Unix skills.

Your book shows how adaptable the Unix 
OS is to different environments. You cover 
everything from file serving through to 
e-mail and Web Services. Do you think 
this is one of the reasons why Unix is now 
so widely used?
 Flexibility, speed, and reliability are 
hugely important features for servers, and 
really nice to have for workstations. Unix 

has dominated the server realm for sev-
eral decades (!), and it seems to be pick-
ing up a lot of desktop use for developers 
and general Internet users who don’t want 
the hassles of using traditional desktop 
operating systems.
 Of course, Mac OS X is a pure Unix 
system (with an outstanding GUI running 
on top), but even Windows has been re-
engineered to be more flexible and more 
reliable.

You make some of the more complex  
configuration tasks seem incredibly 
straightforward. Was this one of the  
goals of the book?
 Possibly the biggest goal. Unix’s tradi-
tionally steep learning curve has always 
made people leery of diving in, and I 
wanted to help people get things up and 
running quickly.

 Unix Advanced Visual QuickPro is a step-by-step guide to configuring the finer 

points of your Unix machine from file sharing, Web sites, and e-mail through to virus 

scanning. I talk to the author and long-time friend, Chris Herborth, about the book 

and the future of Unix and Linux gaming.
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 Of course, with a book like this you can 
barely scratch the surface on important 
topics like security, but hopefully I’ve 
given people enough to get them going, 
get them interested, and get more infor-
mation once they’ve found out they can 
handle the basic tasks.

Do you think it’s true to say that printing 
is one of the more complicated things to 
get right under Unix?
 Yes, unless you’ve got one of those 
hard-to-find line printers. Okay, maybe 
that’s not fair, PostScript printers are 
pretty easy to get working properly too. 
Things seem to get hairy when you add  
in proprietary inkjets, “exotic” connec-
tions (like USB instead of parallel or 
Ethernet), and want to print things that 
aren’t text.
 We’ll probably get lots of hate mail for 
this question and its answer, but I’m just 
reporting on my experiences. I’ve got a 
Lexmark Z32 inkjet (strike one) connected 
through USB (strike two) that tends to 
work just peachy during Linux installa-
tions (prints a nice test page and every-
thing) and then never work again,  
let alone show up as a connected USB 
device. Helpful suggestions of “It works 
fine on my system,” didn’t really improve 
the situation.

One of your chapters looks at virus  
checking, but Unix doesn’t strike you as  
the most likely virus target. Is it some-
thing we really need to worry about?
 Not really; tools like Clam AV can be 
very handy if you’re acting as a file ser-
ver on a network with Windows systems 
(check your shares for viruses) or if  
you’re handling e-mail (scan the e-mail 
for viruses as it goes through your  
system).
 A lot of people tend to say that Unixes 
would have the same viral problems as 
Windows if they were as popular, but I 
don’t believe that. By default, Windows 
users tend to work as an administrator 

(GID=0 or part of the wheel group in  
Unix speak), which lets their applications 
run rampant. Almost nobody runs as root 
all the time on a Unix system.

The book goes to great lengths to look  
at all levels of Unix admin, covering  
generic Unix, Linux, BSD, Mac OS X, and 
the Cygwin distribution for Windows. 
Which one of these do you use most often, 
and why?
 Mac OS X, because it’s running on my 
oh-so-handy laptop, and Cygwin because 
my main systems at home and at work  
are XP (what can I say, I like video games).
 I generally dip down into the com-
mand-line for development (I’m an 
EMACS addict, and work on a lot of SGML 
and XML documents) and for file manip-
ulation and whatnot.

Your background is actually not in the 
mainstream Unix operating systems, but 
QNX. What’s the difference?
 QNX is a true microkernel OS. Things 
like drivers and filesystems run as regular 
user-space programs (which makes 
debugging traditional “kernel services” 
amazingly easy), and can be started and 
stopped dynamically. Microkernels have a 
reputation for being slower (due to the in-
creased number of context switches), but 
having a very fast and highly optimised 
scheduler and kernel really helps reduce 
that overhead.
 It’s a remarkably elegant system, and 
QNX 6 implements more POSIX standards 
than Linux, so it’s more Unix-y and more 
standard.
 I actually used QNX in high school, BSD 
at university, and System V at my first full-
time job, before moving to Ottawa and 
worked for QNX Software Systems. The 
only Unixes I haven’t spent much time 
with are the workstation flavours (Solaris, 
Irix, AIX, HP-UX, Ultrix, etc.).

I know from previous discussions that 
you are a keen gamer. Is this an area of 

Unix, and Linux in particular, where 
you’d like to see some wider support  
from game manufacturers?
 There’s absolutely no point until proper 
3D hardware support is there, and sup-
port for all the surround-sound related 
bells-and-whistles available on modern 
audio cards.
 I realise that some systems have  
hardware OpenGL support, but I’ve  
never experienced this myself, despite 
having tried with a couple of fairly vanilla 
systems (that were listed as “supported” 
for hardware 3D by the distros I was  
using).
 These things need to work out of the 
box, and easily, or there’s no point in  
nagging developers to support the  
platform.
 That said, publishers, and developers, 
shouldn’t stand in the way of people port-
ing their games to other platforms. Let 
them sign an NDA or whatever to get the 
code, and go nuts.

Do you have a favourite restaurant?
 Not really; I try to “eat right” due to 
high cholesterol, so I don’t really get to eat 
anything interesting. ;-) I’m a sucker for 
Indian and Chinese food though.

I know different authors have  
different “writing environments.”  
Do you like silence, music, or TV when 
writing?
 Usually music – my Rio Karma got a lot 
of use while I was working on the book. I 
have to ignore the TV if it’s on or I’ll start 
to watch, unfortunately.    
LINUXWORLD MAGAZINE WWW.LINUXWORLD.COM
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 Chris Herborth has been a professional  
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than six Society for Technical Communication 
documentation competition awards. A Unix  
expert, having used many of the versions  
available, he’s also been a contributor to the 
Info-ZIP and Python projects and editor for 
the PNG graphics specifications. An avid gamer, 
he’d love to be involved in game production, 
which is why he spends some of his spare  
time in graphic design and fiction writing.  
Not content with gaming on his own, Chris is 
married with a four-year-old son who is already 
an aspiring video game addict.

BOOK ROOKERY

“Flexibility, speed, and reliability are hugely   
important features for servers, and really nice to  

have for workstations”  
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CASE STUDY

OSAS and  
Red Hat
Fertilizing RSA MicroTech’s Growth

B Y  A N N  W I C K S T R O M  A N D   
A M Y  D O H L M A N

The Problem
 RSA MicroTech used OSAS at its home 
office and at one of its production facilities 
in Kansas to enter orders, manage inven-
tory, and complete accounting. But since 

the home office wasn’t directly connected 
to any of the production facilities, access-
ing and transferring data was difficult. “We 
would upload the data file from Kansas 
and the other facilities would dial in re-
motely,” says Ralph Rogers, RSA’s corporate 
controller. “It was cumbersome to get the 
data from Kansas and it was very slow for 
the remote users to pass all that data back 
and forth over the phone line.”
 Because of this limited connectivity, or-
der processing was centralized at the home 
office. While adequate, this practice made 
fulfilling on-demand orders more difficult 
and delayed physical inventory processing. 
All procedures — such as filling orders or 
tracking down inventory issues — were ini-
tiated at the home office, slowing business.
 RSA faced other difficulties meeting the 
reporting requirements for states in which 

they sold products. Many U.S. states require 
companies to report the amounts and 
types of fertilizer they sell in those states. 
And these requirements differ from state to 
state: one may require companies to break 
down the report by county, while others 
only want the state as a whole. And most 
states penalize companies if reports aren’t 
made on time.
 “In the past, someone had to go  
through all the invoices and figure out 
where products went,” Rogers says. This 
task was more difficult because “although 
it’s being billed from Iowa, the actual 
fertilizer may have been delivered to Iowa, 
North Dakota, South Dakota, and so on.” 
Each invoice would be scanned individu-
ally to determine where the goods went 
so that reports could be done as the law 
required.

The Solution
 With help from TBC International  
(RSA MicroTech’s OSAS reseller), Rog- 
ers upgraded OSAS and switched from 
Windows to Red Hat Enterprise 3.0 for  
the wide area connectivity needed. They 
then connected all branch facilities to the  
home office with a virtual private network 
(VPN) and terminal emulation software 
that lets employees access OSAS over the 
Internet with a permanent, secure live 
connection.
 TBC helped RSA MicroTech modify OSAS 
to automate reporting. Says Rogers, “They 
set up reports to pull from the ship-to ad-
dress instead of the bill-to address so we 
could report the correct information to the 
correct regulatory body.” 
 Mike Scully, a TBC consultant, describes 
the modifications this way: “It used to  
be just weeks and weeks of work for 
people. Now, we’ve turned it directly into 
spreadsheets: push a button and boom, 

 RSA MicroTech produces and distributes industrial fertilizer products to coast-

to-coast wholesalers from four production facilities connected through their  

headquarters in Marysville, Washington. Orders range from a few hundred up to 

tens of thousands of dollars and total between $12 million and $15 million in  

annual sales. Along with managing inventory for the on-demand orders that 

can comprise up to half of all the orders it gets, RSA MicroTech must also meet 

complicated reporting requirements that differ for each state in which it sells. 

Although RSA MicroTech used Open Systems Accounting Software (OSAS) for some 

time, it used an older version that didn’t have the enhancements that simplify 

workflow. And there was little connectivity between production facilities and the 

company’s headquarters, making things inefficient and cumbersome. There had to 

be a better way.
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here’s everything for this state, broken down by county or by 
whatever the requirements are. As a final step to ensure the 
new system would be successful, Rogers and TBC trained RSA 
MicroTech’s personnel. Employees were brought in to the home 
office from field locations, production facilities, and warehouses 
for training, letting them to focus on the tasks at hand without 
distractions.

The Results
 The wide area connectivity offered by Red Hat Linux has let RSA 
MicroTech disperse order processing back to its production facili-
ties, streamlining business flow. “Now they do their own data entry, 
run their own variance reports, and can investigate variance when 
it occurs,” Rogers says. “Inventory runs smoother because when 
something is out of line in inventory, they know about it first and 
can check it.”
 “Because sales representatives are always connected to all  
locations via the VPN, they can access information and check 
for item availability at other warehouses. Rogers says, “It’s really 
about information access. If they want to know about a specific 
product in a specific warehouse, they don’t have to stop, call  
here and have somebody check; they can just go find out for 
themselves.”
 Red Hat Linux has proven to be a better fit for how RSA Micro-
Tech does business. “Performance-wise, when you compare OSAS 
on Linux to OSAS on Windows, it’s an order-of-magnitude faster. It’s 
no longer a network environment in terms of data sharing. Disk ac-
tivity stays on the Linux box, increasing performance,” Scully says. 
Red Hat Linux has also improved RSA MicroTech’s bottom line by 
saving money. “We didn’t have to invest heavily in T1 lines and stuff 
that causes infrastructure costs to go up. It’s very cost-effective be-
cause we’re paying for an Internet connection on one end and then 
there’s no cost after that,” Rogers says. “The machine didn’t have to 
be as robust to process all the users who are on it now,” he contin-
ues. “It’s been very stable — it doesn’t crash; it doesn’t lock up. For 
the most part, we leave it back there and we really don’t think about 
it too much.”

 Because of their OSAS modifications, RSA MicroTech also saves 
money by avoiding state-assessed penalties if reporting isn’t 
completed on time. “Our ability to generate the information and 
provide it to the states in a timely manner has been a cost savings. 
It’s allowed us to avoid penalties simply because we can collate the 
data and respond to their timeframe,” Rogers says.
 Training and working with OSAS daily has also made a difference 
for employees and has smoothed their workflow. Rogers says, “They 
have a better understanding of OSAS and can utilize the informa-
tion better. They now understand that this negative number means 
that the product was pulled from the wrong code and they can 
investigate those things.”
 RSA MicroTech has found the recipe it needed for continued 
growth: knowledgeable, connected employees that use streamlined 
business practices to minimize costs and maximize profits – all 
made possible with OSAS and Red Hat.    
LINUXWORLD MAGAZINE WWW.LINUXWORLD.COM

“The wide area connectivity offered by Red Hat Linux has let RSA MicroTech  
disperse order processing back to its production facilities,  

streamlining business flow”  

MIKE SCULLY  
TBC INTERNATIONAL

RALPH ROGERS
RSA MICROTECH
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PRODUCT REVIEW

Parasoft Insure++  
7.0 for Linux
Both 32- and 64-bit x86 support B Y  S E R G E I  S O K O L O V

T
here was, however, a problem: 
the tool was slower than our 
application would tolerate 
for meaningful debugging. A 
Parasoft salesman was com-
pletely unfazed when I told him, 

“We won’t buy unless you fix this.” He told 
me that I would have to work with Adam. 
“OK, give me his e-mail,” I said. So, Adam 
and I started talking back and forth, and 
after a number of versions of Insure++ 
shared libraries that were turned around 
in remarkably short time, the instrument-
ed code was running several times faster 
– enough to satisfy our requirements. 
 It turned out that Parasoft had to 
redesign some of their memory-tracking 
algorithms to deal with the peculiarities in 
our code. We happily bought the tool. 
 Imagine my surprise when after a while 
I learned that the engineer I worked with 

was actually Parasoft’s CEO and founder 
Adam Kolawa. I found this level of cus-
tomer support quite remarkable especially 
for a customer that was such a small 
company. We kept in touch, and quite a 
few years and two companies later, I found 
myself working for Parasoft.
 The current Insure++ is an established 
tool for runtime memory analysis and de-
bugging. Now up to version 7.0, it runs on 
Red Hat, Mandrake, Debian, SuSE, Mon-
taVista, and Yellow Dog Linux. New to 7.0 
is Linux support on AMD’s 64-bit Opteron 
and Intel’s EM64T processors – Insure++ 
is now the only tool in its class to support 
both 32- and 64-bit programs on these up 
and coming processors. 
 Besides Linux, Insure++ supports a 
wide range of platforms and compil-
ers, including Windows, Solaris, even 
AIX. Although its core features haven’t 
significantly changed since I first used 
it almost a decade ago, its infrastructure 
support and analysis capabilities have. A 
key change in Insure++ 7.0 is a third-party 
parser, also used in a number of commer-
cial compilers. This upgrade improves the 
robustness of code analysis and results  

in radical runtime improvements in the 
code instrumentation phase, relative 
to the previous release (10x and more, 
depending on the specifics of code being 
analyzed).
 With the vast expressive power of C and 
C++ comes a rather daunting array of ways 
that programmers can shoot themselves 
in the foot by improperly using language 
features or semantics. Insure++ finds a 
variety of programming and memory-ac-
cess errors such as:
• Memory corruption due to reading or 

writing beyond the valid areas of global 
objects or those allocated on heap or 
stack

• Incorrect pointer operations
• Memory leaks and allocate/free errors
• String manipulation errors
• Buffer overflows
• Stack overflows.

 Insure++ checks the validity of each 
memory reference – including references 
to static (global) and stack as well as 
dynamically allocated memory – when 
the reference is used. When Insure++ 
finds a problem, it reports the name of 
related variables, the line of source code 
containing the error, a description of the 
error, and a stack trace. Its reports can be 
analyzed with a graphical front-end  
called Insra, or dumped into text files  
(see Figure 1). 
 There are three ways to use Insure++
 for memory debugging on Linux. The
 most detailed analysis is achieved with
 full source code instrumentation. This
 requires that application sources be
 compiled and linked with Insure++,
 which generates its own instrumented
 files that are passed to the actual compil-
er. Compiling source code with Insure++
 is generally as simple as prepending
insure before your compiler. For ex-
ample, gcc -c foo.c becomes insure 

 My first encounter with Parasoft Insure++ and Parasoft Corporation was in  

the mid-‘90s when I was working for a small company developing parsers and  

translators for languages used in semiconductor chip design. Like developers on 

almost any development project, we ran into a “runaway” memory situation –typically 

called “leaks,” ours was more like a “flood” – that took quite a bit of time, effort, 

and frank conversations to debug by hand. After that incident, we started looking at 

memory debugging tools, Insure++ (in version 2.1 back then) being one of them. In 

the course of a diligent evaluation, we were favorably impressed with the robustness 

and accuracy of Insure++ memory analysis. 
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gcc –c foo.c and g++ -c bar.cc 
becomes insure g++ –c bar.cc. As a 
matter of convenience, Insure++ offers 
options to select a given subset of files for 
instrumentation (the same effect can be 
accomplished with simple changes to your 
makefiles), or even specific functions in a 
file, with the intent to reduce the runtime 
overhead.
     The second option is linking with 
Insure++, which gives the user a trade-
off between the extent of error reporting 
and the actual time to build and run an 
instrumented application. Third, Insure++ 
includes a Chaperon mode, exclusive to 
Linux/x86. Chaperon checks all the data 
memory references a process makes, 
whether in the developer’s compiled 
code, language support routines, shared 
libraries, or operating system kernel calls. 
Chaperon detects and reports reads of 
uninitialized memory, reads or writes that 
are not in the bounds of allocated blocks, 
and allocation errors such as memory 
leaks.
 As memory leaks go, Insure++ doesn’t 
just report them all as unreferenced mem-
ory. Thanks to its patented source code 
instrumentation technology, it has a fine 
enough handle on what’s going on with 
the code to report three different types of 
leaks:
• Leaks on freeing memory, when a  

freed object contained pointers to  
other memory that’s no longer  
referenced.

• Leaks on return, when a function al-
locates memory for its return value,  
but the value is never used.

• Leaks of memory going out of scope, 
when functions allocate memory in their 
body but never free it.

 What’s more, Insure++ reports memory 
leaks in real-time (when it’s running).  
This real-time reporting makes the debug 
and fix process much easier than when 
you get a blob of leaked memory at the 
end of a program run and are left to 
untangle the causes of these leaks. In my 
experience, Insure++ indisputably has the 
most comprehensive memory-checking 
capabilities.
 The TCA (Total Coverage Analysis) code 
coverage module comes bundled with 
Insure++. Code coverage information is 
collected by Insure++ over multiple runs 

and is displayed color-coded in a graphi-
cal file browser (see Figure 2). 
 You might not need code coverage anal-
ysis when you’re chasing a single memory 
bug, but you’ll benefit from the integrated 
coverage analysis tool if you eliminate 
memory and other bugs during develop-
ment, in the spirit of error prevention.
 Any description of memory debugging 
would be incomplete without discussing 
the actual debugger. Programs compiled 
with Insure++ can be run under gdb. 
Insure++ provides a number of public API 
functions that stop execution at the exact 
point of error. Creating a breakpoint in a 
function _Insure_trap_error achieves that, 
while inserting a call to _Insure_check-
ing_enable into your code lets you turn 
debugging on and off.
 Insure++ provides plenty of options 
to deal with libraries. Most applica-
tions aren’t self-contained and typically 
depend on third-party or system libraries. 
Insure++ will analyze memory errors in 
those libraries as long as the libraries  
are instrumented with Insure++. Version 
7.0 of Insure comes with pre-defined in-
terfaces to various existing libraries;  
these interfaces let the tool intercept 
important API calls and report associated 

errors. Alternatively, if your product  
is a library but you have no access to  
the application using the library, you  
can still provide an Insure++-instru-
mented version of the library, and be 
able to get all Insure++-specific runtime 
diagnostics. 
 In conclusion, I’d like to point out a 
certain misconception about the role  
of memory debuggers in the develop- 
ment process. A memory debugger typi-
cally comes into play when the program 
already has a confirmed bug. Only then 
do developers spend time running source 
through the memory analysis tool. In-
stead, memory analysis should be a part  
of regular white-box and regression analy-
sis, so that memory bugs don’t turn up  
in the released versions, causing developer 
angst when they surface at customer  
sites. Insure++ is a robust and versatile 
memory debugger that will support both 
applications.   
LINUXWORLD MAGAZINE WWW.LINUXWORLD.COM

 For more information on Insure++, other 
Parasoft products, and Parasoft’s Automated 
Error Prevention methodology, please visit 
www.parasoft.com or call 1-888-305-0041.

ANALYZING ERRORS EXPOSED BY PARASOFT INSURE++FIGURE 1

ANALYZING INSURE++ TEST COVERAGE WITH TCAFIGURE 2

PRODUCT REVIEW
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Voltaire Grid Interconnect and 
Mandrakesoft Linux Clustering 
Solutions Deployed by HP
(Germany / Billerica, MA) – Voltaire, a provider 
of interconnect solutions for high-perfor-
mance grid computing, has announced that 
HP has deployed Voltaire grid interconnect to 
power a high-performance computing cluster 
at HPC1, Europe’s first on-demand comput-

ing center. Customers leasing 
processor time from HPC1 
can now leverage the per-

formance of Voltaire grid interconnect – based 
on 10 Gbps InfiniBand technology – to run 
complex calculations and simulations. 
 HPC1 uses the latest industry standard 
technologies to offer services in scientific 
computing and open source by leasing CPU 
cycles to customers in industries such as oil 
and gas, manufacturing and bioinformatics. 
HP selected several Voltaire ISR 9024, twenty-
four port InfiniBand switch routers to power a 
240 CPU cluster running Mandrakesoft’s Man-
drakelinux, a European Linux distribution. 
www.voltaire.com
www.mandrakesoft.com

BroadVision Japan and MIRACLE 
LINUX to Deliver Enterprise  
Web Solutions in True Linux  
Environments 
(Redwood City, CA) – BroadVision, Inc., a 
provider of self-service Web applications, and 
MIRACLE LINUX, a provider of Linux server 
operating system products and services to 
customers in Asia-Pacific-Japan (APJ), an-
nounced a strategic partnership to provide 
BroadVision self-service Web applications on 
the MIRACLE LINUX platform. 
 The combined solution, running on 
MIRACLE LINUX V3.0 - Asianux Inside, is 
designed to accelerate adoption of Web 
self-service applications in the Linux market, 

enabling organizations in the 
region to benefit from the low 

cost of total ownership and high performance 
of a proven Linux platform. Under the terms 
of the agreement, BroadVision and MIRACLE 
LINUX will engage in joint marketing, sales, 
technical support, and training activities. 
www.broadvision.com

New Version of Arkeia Server 
Backup Released 
(Hannover, Germany) – Arkeia Corp., a pro-
vider of backup and recovery solutions for 

Linux-based environments, has announced 
a major upgrade of Arkeia Server Backup 
with an innovative new pricing model. Arkeia 
Server Backup was expressly developed for 
the many SMBs and organizational structures 
with centralized Linux servers. 
 Along with enhanced features for Version 2, 
Arkeia also revealed the new pricing struc-
ture for Arkeia Server Backup. 
Designed to provide a fair 
value determined by data volume, the pricing 
model was developed for SMBs seeking a 
backup solution for a needs-based price. 
 A new feature in Arkeia Server Backup is 
support for tape autoloaders, allowing fully 
automatic backup of high-volume servers. 
Like previous versions, Arkeia Server Backup 
is compatible with all major tape devices on 
the market as well as numerous tape media 
technologies. Other new features include auto-
matic multi-flow backup from disks, a choice 
of simple or detailed log reports and compat-
ibility with new Arkeia hot backup plug-ins.
www.arkeia.com

DataDirect Expands Support for 
Infiniband Standards and Joins 
OpenIB Alliance
(Los Angeles) – DataDirect Networks, a provid-
er of high performance storage, hasannounced 
that it has joined the OpenIB consortium. 
 The OpenIB Alliance is dedicated to deliver-
ing a single open source Linux software stack 
for deployment of the Infiniband architecture. 

Equally adept at carrying 
file, messaging, and stor-
age protocols, Infiniband 

technology is emerging as a major driver 

of high-performance clustered computing. 
Infiniband provides a technology leap over 
traditional interconnects in both bandwidth 
and intercomputer messaging capabilities at 
compelling price/performance levels.
www.datadirect.com

Custom Technology to Distribute 
SugarCRM
(Sydney, Australia) – Custom Technology has 
announced a distribution partnership with 
SugarCRM Inc. to bring SugarCRM to the 
Australian and New Zealand market. 
 SugarCRM represents a new generation of 
commercial grade CRM applications built for 
and optimized to run on a pure Linux, Apache, 
MySQL, and PHP (LAMP) open source software 
platform. Made 
available under an 
open source software 
license, SugarCRM was developed leveraging 
the combined ideas and contributed code of 
CRM developers worldwide.
 Sugar Professional is an enterprise class, 
production-level CRM application for manag-
ing mission-critical interactions related to 
sales, marketing, services and support. 
advanced wireless device compatibility.
 Sugar Open Source is an enterprise class 
CRM application for managing mission-criti-
cal interactions related to sales, marketing, 
services, and support. Sugar Open Source is 
the perfect solution for companies that desire 
an effective core CRM solution that offers no 
professional support, or would like to evaluate 
Sugar Suite before acquiring Sugar Professional.
www.CustomTech.com.au
www.sugarcrm.com

  As Linux moves in everywhere within enterprise computing – in embedded

solutions, on the desktop, in distributed applications, and on mainframe –

the LinuxWorld Magazine News Desk brings you all the latest developments.

(Waltham, MA / Somers, NY) – Novell and IBM 
have announced an initiative to help ISVs acceler-
ate the development and certification of new ap-
plications for Novell’s SUSE LINUX on IBM eServer 
and middleware platforms. ISVs can now access 
the technical resources, hands-on tools, and 
expertise available at nine IBM Innovation 
Centers in North America, Europe, and 
Asia to certify their applications for SUSE 
LINUX on IBM hardware and software. As a result, 
ISVs can port new applications to SUSE LINUX 
more quickly and cost effectively, creating new 
technology infrastructure choices for customers 
running Linux-based applications.

 As part of this initiative, Novell will provide 
ISVs copies of SUSE LINUX Enterprise Server 
with supporting documentation. The company 
will also facilitate onsite registration for No-
vell’s Technology Partner Program to help ISVs 

certify their applications on SUSE LINUX 
on IBM hardware and middleware. At the 

IBM Innovation Centers, IBM will offer 
ISVs consulting support and technical 

expertise to help them migrate, develop, and 
implement their applications for SUSE LINUX 
on IBM platforms.
www.ibm.com
www.novell.com

Novell and IBM Team to Accelerate Application Development on Linux
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CORE DUMPED

Open Source Developers
Are Rock Stars B Y  K E V I N  B E D E L L

W
ell, that never happened. 
Instead I went to college 
and spent more time in 
the computer center than 
I did at parties. The only 
thing I cranked out was 

code. Later, I got a job writing software 
and I’ve been working with computers 
ever since.
 While I still listen to a lot of music and 
have Gigs of tunes on my iPod, my dreams 
of being a rock star have faded. I still think 
about them once in a while, but more than 
that, I now think about open source. So do 
a bunch of my friends – we talk about it all 
the time.
 I met a guy at the Softpro computer 
book store off Route 128 in Burlington, 
MA, a while ago. (I hang out there now 
instead of the record shop.) He writes 
financial applications for a mutual fund 
company in Boston. All he wanted to talk 
about was JBoss. He’d spent some time 
working on the JMS implementation 
but had gotten too busy to continue. He 
wanted to get back involved as soon as he 
could. All those people who were building 
the latest JBoss – he wanted to be one of 
them.

 
 
 

 In his eyes I saw the same stars I used 
to have. I used to think that way about 
Robert Plant and Jimmy Page. I wanted to 
be one of them. When I was younger, I ran 
out to buy the latest Led Zeppelin album 
– now I run out to get the latest build of 
Gentoo or Hula.
 Open source developers are the rock 
stars of the software world. The parallels 
actually go pretty far. You can say they 
don’t get the money and fame, but I think 

you’re wrong. The average open source 
developer probably makes more at his or 
her job than most local musicians make. 
I’ve met open source developers who have 
founded software companies and are do-
ing pretty well financially. As far as fame 
goes, they may not do quite as well as real 
rock stars but some do pretty well; Linus 
Torvalds is fairly famous, but I guess not 
like Kurt Cobain.
 They’re also usually the most talented 
developers. Rock stars get where they are 
in the music world by being great musi-
cians; open source rock stars get where 
they are by writing great code.
 Naming their projects is a lot like nam-
ing their bands. When you hear people 
talking about Subversion, Ethereal, or 
Excalibur (all open source projects), it’s 
hard to tell if they mean software projects 
or rock bands.
 A good friend of mine called me once 
and went on for 30 minutes about how 
he was submitting a patch to the Jakarta 
Struts project (a JSP framework from the 
Apache Software Foundation). His patch 
would allow you to define validations 
for one input field based on the value 
of some other field (e.g., if you fill in a 
last name, make sure you fill out a first 
name…). He was totally excited about it 
and went into all the details of how he 
built it.
 After he was done telling me about it, 
he was almost out of breath. I reached in 
my pocket, pulled out a lighter, and stood 
there holding it lit in the air.
 Leave it all on the stage.   
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 When I was a kid, all I wanted to be was a rock star. I wanted to play guitar, get 

up on stage, and have everyone scream while I cranked out some hard rockin’ tune.  

I wanted to see lighters held up in the crowd as I finished my last set – dripping with 

sweat, completely tired, and no energy left. Leave it all on the stage – that’s what I 

wanted. My friends all felt the same – we talked about it all the time.
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“When I was younger, I ran out to buy the latest 
Led Zeppelin album – now I run out to get the   

latest build of Gentoo or Hula” 






